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Introduction: 
How to use this guide 

So you want to get on the Internet...

Maybe you’ve been charged with the responsibility of setting up your organization’s
World Wide Web site, but are a little unsure about where to begin. Maybe you’ve been
hearing so much about the Internet that you’ve decided it’s time to look into it for
yourself. Or maybe you’d simply like a concise reference that points you to a wider
spectrum of information about serving information on the World Wide Web. If so, 
this guide is written for you. 

Everyone was new to this recently

The World Wide Web (the “web”) is a relatively new phenomenon, so even the most
seasoned experts were beginners only a few years ago. 

Fortunately, there are many resources that will help make the task of building 
and maintaining a web site simpler and more predictable than ever before. This guide
will introduce you to the concepts, technologies, and tools you need to be familiar with 
to be a successful “webmaster.” The following is a summary of the information the 
guide covers.

The first question: Does my organization need a web site?

It seems that a day doesn’t pass without some mention of the World Wide Web. Almost
every advertisement contains a line that includes the letters “www” and “.com”—the
basic elements of a web address. 

Before your organization jumps on the web bandwagon, it’s wise to ask
yourself—and honestly answer—the question, “Is the web the right place for my
organization?” The next section of this guide (pages 4–6) discusses the benefits of 
the World Wide Web to help you decide whether, right now, you belong on the web.

Apple’s philosophy
Apple has always been dedicated to making 
advanced technologies accessible to everyone
who can benefit from them, and enhancing
the computing experience through multi-
media. Today, personal computing is moving
from the individual desktop and local net-
work to the Internet. Apple is committed to
providing technologies that make using the
Internet simple and affordable and bring
about dynamic, media-rich Internet
experiences. Our overall aim is to make 
the Internet as easy to use as a Macintosh.

Check unfamiliar words 
in the glossary
This guide contains a short glossary of terms
related to the World Wide Web. Whenever you
come across a term that’s new to you, flip to
the back of the guide for an alphabetical list
of definitions.
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No one owns the Internet

Once you decide that you or your organization should be on the web, it would be
convenient to be able to order your site from “Internet Incorporated.” But that’s not the
way it works.

The Internet is not run by a single organization. In fact, the Internet is not 
run by anyone at all—it is simply a network of computer networks. These networks
contain computers and technologies that are very different from one another, but they
can communicate because they all use standard protocols, which are the common
communications conventions that allow them to understand one another.

These protocols were developed over the past 30 years by university and
government groups that made them available to everyone. No one needs to pay a
membership fee or gain permission to use Internet protocols to serve information 
to a worldwide audience.

The critical element: Planning your site

Ask any webmaster to name the most critical and time-consuming part of establishing 
a web presence, and he or she will say, “designing the information structure.”

It may seem that because there is so much technical information to learn, you’ll
spend more time setting up the hardware and the network. That’s simply not true—
especially when you select the easy-to-use Apple Internet Server Solution.

“Designing your site” (pages 7–8) helps you think about what information to 
serve, how to present it, helping your visitors navigate through your site, making it all
interactive—and designing a site that helps you achieve your goals. 

The next step: Understanding the many ways 
to “get on the web”

Different organizations have different communication needs, and, fortunately, you 
have several options for establishing a web presence.

If you envision putting your complete organization online, offering electronic
transactions and interactive databases or internal company information, you probably
need a server dedicated to providing those services. But if you’d like to start by posting
the equivalent of a business card or an educational brochure on the web, using the
outside services of an online service or an Internet service provider (ISP) may be the 
way to go. The section “Getting on the web” (pages 9–11) helps you choose the best
arrangement for your needs.

Make your connectivity choice and establish an Internet server

Perhaps you’ve decided a dedicated web server is appropriate for your organization.
Because the Internet is such an open venue, running your own web server requires
dealing with many different, specialized organizations that each provide part of what 
you need to maintain an Internet site.

You’ll have to determine which Internet services to provide—in addition to 
a web site, you may want to offer file transfer sites, electronic mail, news, and dial-in
services (“Other Internet services,” pages 12–13).

You’ll also need to choose an Internet service provider, decide which type of
physical connection to the Internet most suits your needs, and select and register 
a domain name (“Internet service providers and connections,” pages 14–16).



Of course, you’ve got to select and set up the computer that functions as your
server, and, finally, build your web site using software tools from an assortment of
vendors. The Apple Internet Server Solution (pages 17–21) provides all the hardware
and software components you need to establish a presence on the web.

Achieving satisfactory performance

When you achieve maximum performance from your Apple Internet Server, your visitors
will be more satisfied. “Web server setup and performance” (pages 22–23) provides
insights to help you make the most of your system. “Tips and tricks” (pages 24–25) offers
valuable hints to keep in mind throughout the process.

There’s no set of rules, so learn from one another

Because the web is so new and so diverse, one of the best ways of learning about its
possibilities and challenges is by studying what others have done. We’ve provided
profiles of various web sites in the webmasters’ own words, so you can benefit from 
their experience (pages 26–52). 

Following the profiles, we provide a list of resources (pages 53–58) so you can
continue your learning process or, if you’re ready to go, get started with the latest 
tools and technologies. Finally, a glossary (pages 59–60) defines terms you may not 
be familiar with. 

Good web sites grow and change: Give visitors something 
to come back for

Once your site is online, your job is far from over. One of the web’s most exciting
characteristics is that webmasters can make modifications quickly and frequently. You’ll
need to refresh information as it changes, respond to the feedback you receive, and
modify your site as technology advances. 

Dynamic interaction between sites and “surfers” is what the web is all about. When
your viewers know they can expect new and timely information on your site, they’ll
check back often. 
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The unique characteristics 
of the World Wide Web

Stories abound about businesses that have made fortunes simply by putting up a 
web site. But just because you’ve heard of, say, an armadillo salsa company that went
from rags to riches overnight doesn’t mean an organization without a clear Internet
strategy will suddenly become internationally renowned.

Just about everyone belongs on the web as a visitor, or “web surfer.” But not every
organization needs to maintain a web site. How do you determine whether a web site 
is right for your organization? And once you decide to create a web site, how do you
establish a clear Internet strategy? The best way to begin is to understand the unique
characteristics of the web so you can take advantage of its attributes to further your goals.

Could your organization benefit by exploiting any of the following attributes? 
If so, you may belong on the web. 

Interactive

Most traditional forms of mass communication are one-way. The people exposed to your
brochures and advertisements can’t respond directly to what’s being presented. But web
sites can include surveys, questionnaires, and other means for visitors to interact with
you. Web sites even support e-mail, so your visitors can easily write a letter that goes
directly to the correct department of your organization. 

An interactive web site can help reduce customer service costs. You can set up 
e-mail messages to answer questions automatically, or send online service requests,
reducing the burden on your toll-free information and customer service lines. 

Your sales or marketing department could capture valuable leads by asking visitors
to register at your site or by employing promotions such as contests and sweepstakes.

Many organizations are beginning to perform business transactions over the web.
This has several advantages: Your customer base will be worldwide, and the web doesn’t
require the fixed expenses of renting real estate, creating display stands, and producing
fancy packaging.

You can allow your visitors to search your customer service database. Or let them
request fax-back services so they can receive a paper copy of instructions, application
forms, or other information.

4 The unique characteristics of the World Wide Web

World Wide Web advertising
revenues are projected to
reach $110 million in 1996,
and $1.86 billion by the year
2000, according to a report
released by market researcher
SIMBA Information Inc. 

“Our site has become an energizer for the 
local business community—now they can
look beyond their own front yards for new
business opportunities.”

Scott Shwarts, Webmaster 
Bodega Bay ISP and Community Site
http://www.bodegabay.com/
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In addition, on your web site, you can encourage customer feedback, and then use
those suggestions to improve your products and services. Who knows what exciting new
ideas your audience might have?

When your visitors can interact with you, they are often more satisfied.

Cross-platform

Regardless of the format you’ve used to develop your content, you can reach the broadest
audience possible on the Internet. Because it is a completely standards-based network,
the web by definition is cross-platform. You can serve information to visitors who use any
major operating system, including OS/2, Windows, the Mac OS, or UNIX.

Worldwide

Access to the World Wide Web extends to most countries around the world. Small
organizations with unique messages can increase their visibility with customers and 
the press, and get noticed outside their local region without expending additional
resources. Or, through a corporate intranet, companies can disseminate information 
to a global employee network.

Visitors from Japan and Europe are common on U.S. web sites. If an international
following is important to you, it’s not difficult to present your web pages in different
languages. 

If you want to reach a global audience quickly and easily, no medium is faster or less
expensive than the Internet.

Instant

Though you should take your time in planning a well-designed web site, you can put 
a simple, informative message on the web in just hours. And once your site is up and
running, adding time-sensitive materials, such as press releases or product updates, takes
just minutes.

The immediacy of the web can also reduce the costs of printed publications, from
school catalogs to informational brochures to sales promotions. Your web site will grow
and change along with your organization. If, for example, you add new features to your
product or make a modification to your catalog, you can easily make the adjustment to
the web site. (Making the same changes to a printed piece means expensive reprints,
wasted paper, and additional distribution costs.)

Full-time

The web is a wonderful opportunity to provide 24-hour-a-day service. If your customers,
students, or members often think of your oraganization after business hours, direct them
to your web site. You no longer have to worry about time zones, regardless of where your
server is located.

Unlimited in scope

Once you set up your web server, there’s no limit to the amount of information you can
provide. (If your files and traffic are too plentiful for one computer, you can always share
the load among several servers.)

On your site, you can provide extensive information about your field of expertise 
and become a valuable resource. You can list frequently asked questions (FAQs) and offer
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thoughtful answers. You can help your visitors understand your philosophy and game
plan. Or even offer games and contests—the web invites you to be creative.

In addition, you can use part of your web site to provide a public service that may or
may not be related to your core interests. 

Multimedia

Brochures and books offer only text and still images. Radio is limited to sound. TV 
can offer sound and moving pictures, but isn’t adept at providing long, complex
explanations of issues, ideas, and events. The World Wide Web offers it all—and more,
including virtual reality and interactive media. 

Taking advantage of the many media types available on the web, a museum can 
offer virtual tours, a manufacturing company can provide animated demonstrations, 
a school can establish distance-learning programs—the possibilities are endless.

Database integration

Many organizations have come to rely on databases to store, organize, and present
information that’s valuable to their customers, clients, and students. You can easily
connect your new and existing databases to Mac OS–based web servers. Once your
database is connected to your web server, your visitors can have fast, convenient access
to the information you’ve already collected for them.

Popular databases that can easily be linked to your web server include those
developed using Informix, Sybase, Oracle, Butler SQL, 4th Dimension, and Claris
FileMaker technologies.

Because the web is interactive, you can even allow your visitors to help update 
your database or modify it in ways that are beneficial to both of you. For example, you
can allow customers to search a database that provides detailed information about your
entire product line. Or you can solicit feedback and allow your visitors to add informa-
tion to the database. That way, your visitors have a means of expression and you can
gather valuable information about them with little cost or effort. You can even set up
databases that allow your visitors to perform transactions, so your web site can act as 
a round-the-clock international sales desk.
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Designing your site

Planning your site
Regardless of the technologies and network connection you choose, your site must be
well thought out and carefully structured. When webmasters talk about designing for the
web, they are not generally talking about colors and type styles; they are referring to the
architecture of the information that’s presented on their sites.

Focus on your goal

You wouldn’t place an ad in a newspaper without first deciding its specific goal, and 
you shouldn’t post a site on the web without outlining precise objectives. 

Do you want to provide education that leads to the sale of your product or increased
membership in your group? Are you interested in promoting your service by providing 
a portfolio of your work? Maybe your goal is simple: to create an online catalog, so you 
can phase out your printed one. Whatever you have in mind, be specific, and don’t get
distracted from your intentions. There will be time for add-ons, whizzy effects, and
modifications later.

Key questions to answer

Some key questions you will want to answer in relation to your web site are:

• Why are you setting up your site? What are your overall objectives? 
• Who do you want to visit your site?
• What do you want to happen when they visit?
• What do you want them to learn?
• Aside from key messages, what information do you want to present?
• What do you want to know about your visitors?
• What feedback do you want about your site, products, and services?
• Do you want your visitors to place orders for your products or services or register 

for classes during their visit?

“Web publishing is not an opportunity to
show off your technical prowess. Use the
technical aspect to support and enhance, 
but don’t let it overpower the other aspects 
of your work.” 

Tom Karp
http://www.tlc-systems.com/webtips.shtml

“When considering a web site, spend the bulk
of your time developing the mission, content,
and structure. The server setup and adminis-
tration itself should be the easy part; this is
why we use Apple servers.” 

Thomas E. Jevec, Webmaster 
U.S. Department of State 
http://www.state.gov/



Presenting your information 
The web is a new medium, and techniques for presenting information are evolving. 
Many early web sites look like the text pages they were designed to replace. But the web
has a spirit all its own, and your site should be designed to take advantage of its unique
characteristics (see pages 4–6). 

Modify text documents for the web

Viewers probably won’t read your pages in a linear fashion, because hypertext makes it
so easy to jump around. Design a site that enhances, encourages, and rewards that type
of web surfing. Review your documents and rewrite them if necessary, making sure the
information is layered wherever appropriate and not simply linear. 

Take the surfer’s perspective 

Think about the way visitors may want to receive information, as opposed to the way
your organization processes it. For example, your organization may separate your price
lists from your product descriptions because they are maintained by different depart-
ments, but your customers will probably want to see them together.

Make your site easy to navigate

Hypertext links make your site dynamic, but they are helpful only if you organize them in
ways that make sense to your visitors. Be careful not to let your visitors get lost in a maze
they can’t find their way out of!

One way to plan a complex site is to create a storyboard. Gather up all of the infor-
mation you’d like to present on your site, then map out the site as though you were
designing a three-dimensional structure. 

Your visitors will be moving from page to page on your site. Imagine yourself in
their place. Is the journey enjoyable for those who are just browsing? Will those who 
visit with a specific goal in mind be able to achieve it quickly?

Make your information easy for your visitors to find, and let them reach important
parts of your site from several sources. Many sites present several primary buttons or
links on each page, making it easy to get from any “corner” of the site to another.

If your site contains dozens of pages, think about providing some means for visitors
to quickly look up what they came to find.

Start with your best effort and keep improving 
Designing a web site is an ongoing process. If all you can manage today is a page with
your name and phone number, start there. But be sure to make constant updates.

Ask for feedback and take it into consideration with the next iteration of your site.
If you can, track the number of “hits” in the various portions of your site (see sidebar).
Use that information when deciding how to expand your offerings. You may be surprised
to discover which parts of your site are the most popular.

Remember, the best web sites are organic. That is, they develop over time as visitors
provide input and their webmasters respond and experiment.

8 Designing your site

Measuring the activity 
on your site
Tracking the activity on your site is one of the
best ways to generate ideas for improving it.
Software tools for measuring the effectiveness
of your web site include:

• Analog from Stephen Turner at http://
www.statslab.cam.ac.uk/~sret1/analog/

• Bolero from EveryWare Development Corp.
at http://www.everyware.com/

• Genesis Registration, Genesis Surveys, 
and Genesis Jive from WebGenesis at
http://www.webgenesis.com/

• LogDoor from Open Door Networks at
http://www.opendoor.com/

• ServerStat from Kitchen Sink Software at
http://www.kitchen-sink.com/



Getting on the web

Different ways to create a web presence
If getting on the web seems like a daunting task, you’ll be glad to know that as the 
web grows, your options for creating a presence on the World Wide Web also grow. 
The alternatives vary in cost, complexity, bandwidth, and breadth, so you can select 
the method that best suits your needs. Here are some options.

Joining a cooperative web site

One of the simplest, fastest, and least expensive ways of getting up on the web is to sign
on with a local web site that serves as a hub for various organizations. For example, a 
city’s chamber of commerce may host a site that lists local businesses. The Bodega Bay
site, featured on pages 42–43, provides web space for local organizations. 

For a small monthly fee, your organization will have the equivalent of an
international Yellow Pages listing, with information about your services and contact
information. You don’t need to own any equipment or learn much about web tools and
technologies. Simply work with the host to design your information.

Your posting may benefit from the association with the larger site. For example,
if you place your page on a site run by your local newspaper, you may enjoy the extra
traffic of people browsing the news. In addition, the site’s host will probably take care 
of marketing the site.

Posting a web page on an online service

Many of the larger online services, such as CompuServe and America Online, offer their
members a few megabytes of server space as part of their standard fee. 

If you already have an account with one of these providers, you’ve got nothing to
lose by posting your information with them. If you’re completely new to the Internet,
most of these services offer accounts for less than $10 per month—a cost-effective way 
to begin your Internet experience. (Note that all prices given in this guide are in U.S.
dollars.)

Such sites, however, are limited. You may be able to provide only small amounts 
of information and be restricted to rudimentary interactivity. Here, your site will not 
be able to grow beyond the allocated size. The domain name of your site will not be
unique—it will also carry the name of your online service provider. 
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According to Mecklermedia,
Inc., in August 1996 there 
were 3,579 ISPs worldwide,
and the number is growing fast
(http://thelist.iworld.com/).

“Our primary challenge was our limited
financial resources. Using Apple systems
coupled with the colocation strategy gave us
a far more powerful, flexible platform than
any of the other solutions we investigated.” 

Geoff Froh, Webmaster 
Japan-America Societies 
http://www.us-japan.org/
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To post a web page on an online service, you first need to become a member.
Online services are renowned for distributing free setup disks. The next time you 
come across one in a computer magazine, in the mail, or as part of some other pro-
motion, pop it into your computer and take advantage of the free trial.

Once you’ve joined the service, they will instruct you on the methods they’d 
like you to follow to publish a web page with them.

Hosting a site with an Internet service provider

Internet service providers, or ISPs, offer a multitude of services for establishing a web
site. Their services and policies—as well as their expertise—vary greatly. Be sure to look
into several options before selecting an ISP. 

At a minimum, an ISP offers Internet access and space on its server for your web
site—at a monthly fee. If you choose this option, you will be responsible for creating the
HTML files that make up your site and transferring them to the ISP’s server. 

Many ISPs offer additional services. Some have designers on staff; others provide
colocation services (see the descriptions below). digital.forest, whose site is profiled 
on pages 31–33, is an example of an Internet service provider that offers both of these
services to its clients.

ISPs can provide satisfactory web services for reasonable prices. Spend some time
interviewing several ISPs in your region and let them explain their services and fees.

Working with a web site designer

Web site designers run the gamut in terms of services, expertise, and price. In general,
site designers work with you to plan the organization of the information on your site,
and then construct your web pages using HTML, graphics, and other tools to bring your
site to life.

Before you meet with a potential web designer, be sure to visit many different web
sites to become familiar with what other organizations are doing. Take note of what you
like and don’t like about each one. Then look at the types of sites your potential site
designer has created in the past and speak with his or her current clients. Select a
designer whose samples, capabilities, and philosophies seem to match your plans. 

Remember, the web designer you choose does not have to be local. He or she can
work with you remotely using the Internet.

To publish your site on the Internet, designers may work with ISPs, they may run
their own web servers, or they may expect you to be responsible for the web server and
network connection. 

Good web designers can be very helpful for beginners. They can offer valuable
advice. They have an assortment of tools at their disposal. And they are always learning
about the new capabilities of the medium.

Colocating your server

A number of Internet service providers offer colocation services, which allow you 
to tap into their high-speed Internet connection for a monthly fee. You are generally
responsible for owning (or renting) and maintaining the Internet server itself—however,
it is actually located in the ISP’s facility. You can update the files from afar using Apple
Remote Access, Timbuktu, Telnet, or other remote-access software.

If you choose colocation, your site will benefit from the superfast connection speed,
and you will share the expense with the ISP’s other customers.

How to find a cooperative 
web site, an ISP, or a
colocation service
The web is the best place to learn more about
the web. If you currently do not have access 
to the web, ask a friend if you can spend a
few hours with his or her computer. 

Use a directory to find web sites and ISPs
that are dedicated to your local area or your
type of services. Research web sites that are
similar to the one you’d like to set up—they
may provide links to the services that helped
them get on the web. Or contact the webmasters
listed on the sites and ask them questions
about how they got on the web.

It may not be important for the service you
choose to be based in your local area because
you can interact via the Internet. However,
many cooperative web sites are created as
services to local areas, and you may benefit
from being part of that community resource.

In general, it’s wise to learn as much as 
you can about the Internet providers in your
region. If your community prints a computer
publication, begin reading it. You will find
articles and advertising that can help you 
find the services you need to get on the web.



Running your own dedicated server

Establishing a web presence with your own dedicated web server gives you the greatest
amount of flexibility and control over your web offerings. With the web server in your
possession and an Internet connection linked directly to your building, you can create
your site in any way you like, and modify it constantly. 

If the web is a valuable part of your organization’s strategy, it makes sense to commit
to a dedicated web server from Apple.

You (or your webmaster) will need to gain extensive knowledge about the web to
keep things running smoothly. Luckily, an Apple Internet Server is so easy to use that the
webmaster doesn’t need to have a technical degree. For example, the webmaster of the
Harvard Magazine site, profiled on pages 48–49, was formerly the manager of the
classified advertising department, with a degree in English.

To set up and run an Internet server, you will need server hardware and software, 
a router, network access provided by your ISP, a data line, and a commitment to plan,
create, and update your site. All of these requirements are described in this guide.
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Becoming an Internet 
service provider
As you grow more experienced with the web,
you may want to consider becoming an
Internet service provider yourself. Most
Internet service providers offer a complete 
set of Internet services to their customers,
including renting web space, colocating
servers, publishing web pages, distributing
shareware, and providing web server setup
and support. You’ll also need to deal with
legal and logistical issues such as terms of
service, signup, accounting, and billing. 

As the web becomes more and more the
central piece of the Internet, however, a num-
ber of providers are beginning to specialize
in web-based services without providing full
Internet access. As an ISP, you will probably
need to set up most of these core services. You
may not, however, need to make all these
services available on a public basis, allowing
you to better focus your efforts. For detailed
information, refer to Apple’s white paper
“Getting Your Apple Internet Server Online,”
available at http://product.info.apple.com/
productinfo/tech/.



Other Internet services 

The Internet is bigger than the web
It’s easy to think of the World Wide Web as the “Internet,” but that’s only one part of it. 
In fact, the Internet existed for more than 20 years as a system for communicating and
transferring information before the web was even established.

You may have been charged with the sole task of establishing a web presence for
your organization; however, you’ll most likely want to provide many Internet services
along with your web site, such as e-mail, FTP, Gopher, Telnet, newsgroups—and the
newest buzzword, “intranet” services, which are private-channel communications based
on Internet standards and protocols.

Electronic mail

Although it is the most talked about, posting and accessing information on the World
Wide Web is not the most common use of the Internet. More people use the Internet to
exchange electronic mail than to surf the web. As your organization’s webmaster, you
may also be responsible for setting up and monitoring the mail server. 

E-mail can be a valuable tool for webmasters. Inviting feedback via e-mail is one of
the easiest ways to make your site interactive. In addition, you can request that visitors
register when arriving at your site. Then you can send e-mail news flashes to your
registered audience, and your marketing and sales or admissions departments will have 
a valuable set of leads.

FTP

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is a protocol that defines the way files are exchanged 
over the Internet. Many web sites provide links to FTP sites, which allow visitors 
to download software, pictures, movies, or other data files.

Telnet

Telnet is one of the oldest Internet communication protocols. Users with a Telnet
connection can perform tasks on a remote computer and view the activities there as
though they are happening on the local computer. Many people whose web sites are
hosted by ISPs use Telnet to check up on and modify their web sites from afar.

12 Other Internet services

According to a survey by
IntelliQuest, in the first half of
1996 there were 35 million
people on the Internet, and
more than 21 million others
indicated that they intend to
begin using the Internet or 
an online service in the next
12 months.

“Our web and Gopher site includes press
briefings, materials documenting U.S. foreign
policy, international travel information,
career information, and online tours... The
reference services we provide to any user
from around the world open new avenues 
of communication that were not possible 
in the past.” 

Thomas E. Jevec, Webmaster
U.S. Department of State
http://www.state.gov/



Newsgroups

For just about every subject imaginable, there are newsgroups whose participants
transmit and post messages to participating group servers. Webmasters must decide
whether to support network news articles on their servers. Though popular with users,
newsgroups can take up valuable server space.

Gopher

Gopher is a menu-based Internet information delivery system. You can search Gopher
indexes to find files and documents to transfer or download, or simply read them on-
screen. Any web browser can access a Gopher site.

Intranets

Internet technologies have become so popular for communicating publicly around the
world that many organizations have begun to use the protocols as the basis of their own,
private networks as well. Thus, the Internet provides public communication between
different, distant networks, anywhere and everywhere throughout the globe, and an
intranet provides private communication within an organization. 

Intranets are fast replacing proprietary client/server networks, because new
applications can be added to intranets that will run on all platforms, including the 
Mac OS, the various Windows operating systems, and UNIX, and because intranets 
are generally less expensive to support. 

Intranets can contain web sites that provide information and resources useful 
to members of organizations—anything from product databases to Human Resources
policies to lesson plans and classroom grades. Intranet FTP sites can simplify the
distribution of files and software.

From the users’ perspective, intranets are an easy-to-use groupware and research
tool. Intranets encourage information sharing, helping to solve the common problem of
poor communication among departments in large organizations. Because intranets work
just like the Internet, users don’t have to learn a new system, and they benefit by gaining
easy access to both private internal resources and public Internet resources.
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What is a mail server?
Mail servers are computers that allow Internet
users to send and receive e-mail over the
Internet from any personal computer that
supports the Simple Mail Transport Protocol
(SMTP) and Post Office Protocol version 3
(POP3), two mainstream standards for e-mail.     

Your web server and mail server can run on
the same computer; however, organizations
with heavy Internet traffic sometimes use a
dedicated computer for each server (see pages
22–23).

The Apple Internet Mail Server (AIMS)
provides basic POP/SMTP server functionality,
supports 4-gigabit volumes, and is PowerPC
native. It is available directly from Apple 
under a no-fee license agreement. Simply 
agree to the terms presented in the Read Me
document, and download the software from
http://www.cybertech.apple.com/.



Internet service providers 
and connections 

The net of wires
Though the Internet is a decentralized network of computers that no single group owns,
it is physically made up of wires that reside both inside and outside member organiza-
tions. Usually, outside lines are owned by telephone companies. The inside lines are
maintained by the organizations themselves. 

To get onto the Internet, you have to acquire use of the outside lines and gain
Internet access from a suitable provider.

Internet wholesalers, distributors, and retailers

It’s helpful to think of the structure of the Internet the way you think of a standard
distribution system, with the equivalent of wholesalers, distributors, and retailers. You
will work with the retailers, but you should be familiar with the roles of the wholesalers
and distributors.

Internet wholesalers

The wholesalers are backbone providers, who maintain their own physical networks that
meet at various points around the globe. In the United States, some backbone providers
are MCI, Sprint, ANS, UUNet, PSI, and AGIS/Net99. International backbone providers
include Ebone, EuropaNet, and TEM034 in Europe; NTT in Japan; and Telstra in Australia.
Individual organizations can contract with these providers directly, but the connections
are quite expensive.

Internet distributors

The distributors are network service providers (NSPs). They purchase Internet access
from a backbone provider and then resell it—sometimes to end users, but most often 
to Internet service providers (ISPs).

Internet retailers

ISPs are the retailers of Internet access. You will most likely be dealing directly with an
ISP, regardless of whether you maintain your own Internet server or publish your site 
on the ISP’s computers. Online services such as America Online are specialized ISPs for
which access to the Internet is just a small part of their content offerings.
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InterNet Info’s July 1996 snap-
shot of the InterNIC database
showed that commercial web
site domains are more common
than domains held by organiza-
tions, networks, or educational
institutions. Commercial 
domain registrations increased
more than 139 percent during
the first half of 1996. You’ll
find more statistics at
http://www.webcom.com/
walsh/stats.html.

“Testing your site over a 14.4-Kbps modem 
link is a really good idea. That will give you
an idea of what your site will look like to 
70 percent of the people using the Internet.” 

Chris Kilbourn, Webmaster
digital.forest
http://www.forest.net/



Individuals and organizations sign up with ISPs to gain direct access to the Internet
and create their own Internet presence. Select an ISP that you know to be reliable, savvy
about the Mac OS, and equipped with multiple, fast connections to the Internet. An
experienced ISP will provide valuable advice as you set up your Internet server.

The best place to begin your search for an ISP is on the Internet, of course. 
You can find links to various sites for researching Internet service providers at
http://www.cuconnect.cornell.edu/IAP/Access/MoreInfo.html.

Internet pipes: Your physical connection

If you have chosen to run your own web server, your next step is to decide how to
connect the server physically to the ISP (and the greater Internet). Your ISP can often
help you make these decisions and handle much of the installation for you. At this stage,
you may need to select a connectivity method.

Many connectivity methods are available for linking your network to your ISP; they
vary in availability, performance, and price. They are all available through your local
telephone company.

T1 or T3 lines

A direct digital line that extends directly to your ISP is the fastest and most costly
connection, and can be what is known in the United States as a T1 line or a T3 line. 
A T1 line supports speeds of up to 1.5 megabytes per second. A T3 line supports speeds
of up to 45 megabytes per second. 

Frame-relay lines

A frame-relay line can be a more economical solution than a direct digital line. A frame-
relay line connects you to your phone company’s central office, where it joins your ISP’s
frame-relay line. Speeds are similar to those of direct digital lines.

ISDN lines

An ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) line is a digital telephone line that consists
of two 64-kilobit-per-second channels that work together to provide connectivity speeds
of up to 128 kilobits per second. 

ISDN is widely available and cost-efficient. Because it is a dial-up service, however,
you may see large monthly bills if you keep your server running around the clock (most
Internet sites run 24 hours a day, 7 days a week).

Modems and standard telephone lines

You can also connect to your ISP using a pair of 28.8-kilobit-per-second modems and
normal telephone lines. Though slower and less reliable than the other options, this 
is the least expensive connectivity option.

If your site resides on a server at your ISP, a modem and standard telephone line
may be all you need. For example, you can create the content of your site offline using
your own computer, then transfer that content to your ISP using standard telephone
lines. Surfers will visit your site at your ISP’s location, not yours. They will connect to 
your ISP’s server using the fast connection established by your ISP.
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Domain names and domain name servers

Are you a .com or a .org?

Domain names identify the organizations that are part of the Internet. For example,
“apple.com” is a domain name that identifies Apple Computer, Inc. as a commercial
enterprise. A department of molecular biology at a German university has a domain
name of uni-muenster.de, where “uni-muenster” identifies the university, and “.de”
identifies the country of Germany. 

If having your own unique domain name is important to you, make this clear 
to your ISP at the outset. Some ISPs do not allow you to establish your own domain
name—they will add your organization’s name or nickname to their domain name. 
If your web site resides on an online service such as America Online or CompuServe, 
you will not be able to have a unique domain name. For example, if your organization is
called “Smith” and your site is provided by CompuServe, your URL might be
“compuserve.com/smith.”

If your ISP allows unique domain names, you will need to select one that best
identifies your organization. Usually, that will simply be your organization’s name (or its
nickname) plus a domain branch, such as “.k12” for schools, “.cc” for community
colleges, “.edu” for four-year universities, “.lib” for libraries, “.org” for noncommercial
organizations, “.gov” for the U.S. government, “.net” for network service providers, and
the familiar “.com” for commercial enterprises. 

Often, organizations outside the United States use only a country branch identifier.
For example, Canadian organizations in any of the preceding categories may choose a
domain name made up of their name with the “.ca” country identifier.

Once your domain name is established, you can assign related names to all of your
Internet services. For example, e-mail accounts are usually set up by adding an individual
name to a domain name, such as “info@apple.com.” Other subdomains include file
transfer sites (such as “ftp.apple.com”) and, of course, your web address (such as
“http://www.apple.com/”).

Registering your domain name

Choosing, registering, and maintaining a domain name is a process that hearkens back 
to the origins of the Internet, when it was used solely as a communication tool for
university and government researchers. You may choose to let your ISP handle this task
for a modest additional fee.

If you are running your own Internet server and decide to register and maintain
your domain name yourself, you’ll need to have a domain name server (DNS) and access
to a secondary domain name server. Your primary DNS can be on the same computer as
your HTTP (Hypertext Transport Protocol) server, which is the computer that contains
your HTTP files. The secondary DNS should reside on a separate machine. 

Submit your registration application, along with a fee, to the InterNIC (NIC stands
for Network Information Center), which is a clearinghouse for Internet regulations. If the
name you choose is not already registered and doesn’t conflict with existing trademarks,
it’s yours!
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For more information on
domain name registration, see:

• InterNIC registration services at
http://rs.internic.net/rs-internic.html

• General DNS information at
http://www.freedonia.com/ism/dns/dns.html



The Apple Internet 
Server Solution for the 
World Wide Web

A Mac OS–based server is ideal for most new webmasters
No one argues that Macintosh computers are the easiest to use and provide the greatest
number of standard multimedia tools. What may surprise you is that Mac OS–based
computers also make superior Internet servers.

The Internet is becoming a communication tool for everyone—and the Apple
Internet Server Solution is now the ideal server for new and experienced webmasters.

Apple Internet Servers have the same priorities you do

The Apple Internet Server Solution provides excellent performance and can easily
handle the traffic of the Internet. And Mac OS–based computers can provide the
characteristics that webmasters value:

• Low startup and ongoing operation costs
• Performance and scalability
• Reliability
• Security
• Ease of installation, configuration, and operation
• Ease of content development

The Apple Internet Server offers everything you need for setting up, authoring, and
serving content on the World Wide Web, since it includes both a high-performance
computer and a robust suite of best-of-class Internet software tools. 

Low startup and ongoing operation costs

Compared with other platforms, an Apple Internet Server is a more complete solution
for a lower price—less than $3,000, including the hardware and all the software you need
to get started. 

Once your Mac OS–based server is online, it won’t need the expertise and 
attention of a full-time administrator. Administrative tasks that are complex and time-
consuming on other systems are much simpler on the Mac OS, so your ongoing 
maintenance costs will always be lower.
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“We chose the Apple Internet Server because it
is more secure than other platforms.” 

Matt Skelly, Webmaster 
Harvard Magazine Online 
http://www.harvard-magazine.com/
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Performance and scalability

An Apple Workgroup Server makes a first-rate server for the Internet. Because
performance depends on both the speed of your network connection and your
computer’s processor, it is likely that you will run out of bandwidth before your 
server runs out of processing power. 

Tests have shown that Mac OS–based computers can handle the capacity you
require and can grow as your demand grows. You can start with one or two servers, and
then add to your array of servers when you expand your services or as your site grows 
in popularity.

Reliability

Your Mac OS–based server provides high reliability. Even in the most serious emergency,
a telephone-controlled remote power switch will make a clean restart, swift and
automatic, no matter where you are. And you won’t need a highly trained, full-time
system administrator to keep your Mac OS–based server in working condition.

Security

If you’re using the Internet to perform business or administrative transactions, security is
of the highest importance. Mac OS–based computers are much less vulnerable to attack
by hackers and hostile users than are other systems. In fact, when you hear about
unauthorized break-ins, the victimized computers are generally running UNIX.

The Macintosh operating system simply does not allow unauthorized, remote
access to the data that you do not wish to make public on your server. And Mac OS
applications such as WebSTAR (included in the Apple Internet Server Solution) are
designed to give users and even the administrator access only to specific folders 
or files.

Ease of installation, configuration, and operation

Mac OS–based servers are easy to set up and get running. Many webmasters set them up
in under an hour (setting up a UNIX or Windows NT server can take as much as a week). 

Collecting and interpreting statistics on how your server is used and adjusting the
configuration of your Mac OS–based server on the fly are also simple tasks. 

Ease of content development

No one denies that the Mac OS is the easiest multimedia content-creation and
development platform on the planet. A rich and rapidly growing suite of Internet
content-creation, conversion, and editing tools exists for the Mac OS platform. And
AppleScript development software simplifies the creation of your own custom 
World Wide Web applications.

How secure is a 
Macintosh server?
Mac OS–based servers are so difficult to
break into that a recent contest offered a
reward of $10,000 to anyone who could
successfully hack into an Apple Internet
Server. So far, no one has claimed the 
prize money.

Three Seattle-area Internet services 
companies, Westwind Computing
(http://www.westwind.com/), ComVista
(http://www.comvista.com/), and digital.
forest (http://www.forest.net/), sponsored the
security challenge. They wanted to provide
their customers with tangible proof that Mac
OS–based servers provide extraordinary
security and can stand up to heavy 
industrial use. 

Since October 1995, thousands of people
have tried to break into the Workgroup
Server 8150 that served the contest. The 
server remains secure to this day.

“We are able to reach a much larger
audience faster and at a lower cost than in
virtually any medium. My background is in
print journalism and filmmaking, so I have a
good background for judging the cost. Our
Apple web server, when it was bought last
summer, cost about $3,000 including a
monitor and keyboard. That’s less than my
first laser printer, and many more people see
the output.” 

Dennis Whiteman, Webmaster 
Oklahoma State University
http://www.okstate.edu/
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The Apple Internet Server Solution
The Apple Internet Server Solution makes it easy to create and publish on the Internet
because it includes both the hardware and the software you need to get your web server
up and running.

Hardware

The Apple Internet Server Solution contains one of the following hardware options.

Apple Workgroup Server 7250/120

Processor: 120-MHz PowerPC 601 processor with an integrated math coprocessor,
32K on-chip cache, and 256K level 2 cache

Memory: 16MB of RAM, expandable to 256MB

Storage: 2GB hard disk drive, 8x-speed CD-ROM drive, Apple SuperDrive floppy 
disk drive

Expansion: Three PCI slots; SCSI-1 bus supports up to seven SCSI devices

Networking: Built-in LocalTalk and Ethernet ports (10BASE-T and AAUI); supports
AppleTalk and TCP/IP protocols

Ports: Two serial ports for a variety of peripherals, ADB port, monitor port, high-
performance SCSI port, 16-bit stereo sound-input/output ports

Operating system software: System software version 7.5.3 (includes Open 
Transport version 1.1)

Apple Workgroup Server 8550/200

Processor: 200-MHz PowerPC 604e processor (on an upgradable CPU card) with 
an integrated math coprocessor, 64K on-chip cache, and 512K level 2 cache

Memory: 32MB of RAM, expandable to 512MB

Storage: 2GB hard disk drive, bracket and cable for second internal drive, 8x-speed
CD-ROM drive, optional digital-audio tape (DAT-2) drive, Apple SuperDrive floppy
disk drive

Expansion: Three PCI slots; Fast SCSI-2 internal bus and SCSI-1 internal/external bus
support up to eight SCSI devices

Networking: Built-in LocalTalk and Ethernet ports (10BASE-T and AAUI); supports
AppleTalk and TCP/IP protocols

Ports: Two serial ports for a variety of peripherals, ADB port, monitor port, high-
performance SCSI port, 16-bit stereo sound-input/output ports

Operating system software: System software version 7.5.3 (includes Open 
Transport version 1.1)

Software

The software included in the Apple Internet Server Solution provides the tools you 
need to reach your audience on the web. If sold separately at suggested retail prices, the
software is valued at more than $4,000. 

WebSTAR from Quarterdeck/StarNine

WebSTAR is the software that turns a Workgroup Server into a World Wide Web server
that can serve Windows, UNIX, and Mac OS clients on both the Internet and your local
intranet site. 

Apple Internet Server 
Solution advantages

• A complete solution: All of the hardware 
and software you need to publish on the 
web is included.

• Native to the Internet: The Apple Internet
Server Solution is based on TCP/IP and 
other Internet standards.

• The best fit for most webmasters: It’s the
least expensive and easiest-to-use server
available, yet it can grow as your needs grow,
and has the power to handle large sites.

• Fast: It serves thousands of client requests 
per hour.

• Secure: You can be confident that Mac OS–
based servers are among the most secure
against uninvited hackers.

• Serves all platforms: Windows, UNIX, and
Mac OS clients on both the Internet and your
local intranet can access the services you
provide on your Apple Internet Server.



PageMill from Adobe Systems, Inc.

With PageMill, you can create, edit, and update sophisticated web pages in minutes—
without the complexities of HTML. It’s one of the best drag-and-drop Internet 
authoring tools. 

MacDNS from Apple Computer, Inc.

MacDNS allows web surfers to find your home page. It translates domain names (usually
regular words) into Internet Protocol addresses (which are numbers), and vice versa. It
also allows you to handle heavy traffic by employing additional servers—all under the
same web address.

NetCloak from Maxum Development

NetCloak is a WebSTAR add-on that gives you 30 additional commands that can be 
used in your HTML documents to improve security, simplify server development and
maintenance, measure activity on your site, and control the appearance of pages.

ServerStat from Kitchen Sink 

One of the best ways of measuring the effectiveness of your site is to keep a close watch
on the usage rates of your site. ServerStat lets you analyze usage logs created by your
web server.

RealAudio Server from Progressive Networks 

The effective use of sound adds interest and excitement to your site. RealAudio allows
you to add audio to any site. Visitors will be able to start, stop, and pause the music and
speeches they hear, and instantly jump to any part of an audio program.

HyperCard from Apple Computer, Inc.

FileMaker Pro from Claris Corporation (run-time version) 

Tango and Butler SQL from EveryWare Development Corporation
(run-time version) 

With the Common Gateway Interfaces (CGIs) of these three popular database
applications, you can serve dynamic data to your web site visitors. Choose the one 
you’re most familiar with or the one that best suits your needs.

Netscape Navigator from Netscape Communications Corporation

Netscape Navigator is the world’s most popular web browser software. As a webmaster,
you will use this single-user copy to preview your pages before you publish them on 
the web. 

BBEdit from Bare Bones Software 

This powerful, widely used HTML editor lets you create HTML documents that anyone
on the web can read and use, no matter what kind of computer he or she is using.

Acrobat Pro from Adobe Systems, Inc.

Acrobat Pro lets you transform the brochures, ads, and order forms—in fact, any
document files that already exist—into files that can be read by web browsers. Acrobat
Pro converts the files, but retains all of your original formatting, making it one of the
fastest ways of transferring your organization’s current materials to the Internet.

HomeDoor from Open Door Networks, Inc.

The HomeDoor default home page server lets you serve multiple domain names from a
single Mac OS–based web server.
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Apple Premium 
Server Resellers
Please visit http://www.solutions.apple.com/
for complete information and an updated list
of Apple Premium Server Resellers that can
help you decide which server options and
additional hardware best fit your needs.
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Image map software

With this software, you can create hot spots, or graphical hypertext links, in GIF or PICT
format to enrich your interactive web pages.

Electronic-mail CGI

This CGI allows you to add e-mail capabilities to web browsers that do not include them.

Sample web pages

You can customize these web pages to suit your needs. You’ll find home pages, a catalog
page, and forms. The sample web pages also include useful scripting additions.

AppleScript from Apple Computer, Inc.

AppleScript lets you take advantage of the power of scripting without requiring a
knowledge of C programming. Useful scripting additions are also included.

AppleSearch from Apple Computer, Inc.

The most effective (and most popular) web sites allow visitors to find the exact informa-
tion they’re looking for quickly and simply. AppleSearch makes it easy to index all of the
files on your web server and make them searchable by web surfers (via the AppleSearch
CGI, which is also included).
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Web server setup 
and performance

Piecing together the performance puzzle
Setting up an Internet server requires piecing together many technologies, each of 
which affects your server’s performance rates. You’ll need to select the appropriate
communications bandwidth of the connection between your server and ISP, choose 
the processing speed and memory capacity of your server, and determine how rich or
memory-intensive your multimedia files will be. 

Performance also depends on several factors you can’t control, such as the
connection speed of the individual browsing your server, the networks between that
person and your server, and even a visitor’s browser software. 

As the Internet grows exponentially, the best guideline is to acquire the best
equipment and services you can afford now—and be sure that what you choose allows
you to upgrade as the traffic to your site increases.

You’re also wise to assemble a balanced set of tools. For example, it would be
inappropriate to have a very expensive T3 connection dedicated to a low-powered
computer used as a server. It would be just as impractical to have a $15,000 computer
system serving a dial-up 14.4-kilobit-per-second modem connection.

Bandwidth

To choose the proper bandwidth, you must try to assess the volume of hits your site 
will experience. For a site with evolving traffic requirements, you may want to consider 
a 56-kilobit-per-second ISDN line. If you’re anticipating more traffic, consider a T1 line
(1.5 megabytes per second) or T3 line (45 megabytes per second).

The top 100 or so sites on the Internet entertain millions of connections per day.
However, the vast majority of web servers receive far, far fewer visitors. It’s been
estimated that most web servers never handle more than 10,000 connections per day.
Most sites can be considered successful if they reach as many as 5,000 potential
customers in a week.

Processing speed

Mac OS–based computers can process Internet requests at admirable speeds. Apple’s
tests indicate that, as a conservative estimate, more than 150,000 connections per day
can be sustained on a Mac OS–based server that provides file sizes in the 20K to 80K
range.

According to the Yankee
Group, between 1994 and
1996 the number of U.S.
homes equipped with more
than one phone line nearly
doubled, jumping from 8.8
percent to 16.5 percent—
due in part to the popularity 
of the Internet (http://www.
yankeegroup.com/).

“Had anyone asked us in advance whether
we thought it was reasonable to expect a
$3,000 Apple server to handle 250,000 hits 
a week, we would have said ‘No.’ But that’s
just the way things turned out, and the 
server hasn’t blinked.” 

Dennis Whiteman, Webmaster
Oklahoma State University
http://www.okstate.edu/
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Several independent performance tests have demonstrated that the Macintosh
computer can easily handle today’s demands, where typical traffic at a busy web site 
is about 10,000 to 20,000 connections per day. Here are two examples.

Holmes and Tuck. Both Joe Holmes of Sonoma State University and Tim Tuck, a
consultant working under contract at Optus Communications in Australia, have
documented serving more than 100,000 connections per day with a WebSTAR 1.0
(formerly known as MacHTTP) server on a network. Tuck’s results showed 187,200
connections in 24 hours over an Ethernet network. Throughput for that period
exceeded 2.8 gigabytes.

MacWEEK magazine. MacWEEK reviewed an Apple Internet Server running WebSTAR
1.2 and benchmarked the server at just under 5,000 pages per hour, or about 140
megabytes of data transferred per hour.

Memory

Inadequate memory can cause bottlenecks in server performance. Be sure that your
server has enough memory. For a server with moderate traffic, 32MB should be enough.
If your content and services require computation-intensive back-end database applica-
tions, you will need more than 32MB of memory.

Allocation

If you find that you keep adding pages to your site and your visitor traffic is growing
rapidly, you may decide to allocate your resources across several Mac OS–based servers.
For example, you may start out running your mail server and your web server on the
same computer. As your organization’s reliance on both e-mail and the web grows, you
may want to dedicate a second server to do nothing but serve your mail. 

One way to expand your site—and increase its performance—as your needs grow is
to enhance your main HTTP server with additional servers running a graphics accelerator
such as RushHour (http://www.maxum.com/).

Allocating information across different servers is a practical and cost-effective way 
to build an Internet presence. For example, the webmasters at Oklahoma State
University (profiled on pages 50–52) run several Mac OS–based servers, each allocating
space for different purposes. They run a primary site-entrance server, a faculty and staff
home page server, a student home page server, and a server dedicated to trying 
out new ideas.

Mac OS–based servers: 
More than enough power
A single Mac OS–based server can easily
handle enough connections to use the 
entire bandwidth provided by a T1 line. 
Even the fastest T1 connection transfers 
data at about the same rate as a single-
speed CD-ROM drive. 

At these speeds, a Mac OS–based computer
can easily handle the throughput require-
ments of the Internet. It’s likely that you will
run out of bandwidth before your server runs
out of processing power.

Fast enough for the 
“coolest sites”
The St. Petersburg Times newspaper
(http://www.sptimes.com/), after being
selected “Cool Site of the Day,” reported the
following volumes for one week on its Power
Macintosh 8100/110 server with 64MB of RAM
and a T1 connection to the Internet.

Total daily volumes during summary period: 
• Files transmitted: 425,154
• Bytes transmitted: 3,068,070,921
• Unique sites: 18,392

Peak daily volumes during summary period: 
• Files transmitted: 96,031
• Bytes transmitted: 685,000,000
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Tips and tricks 

Staying up 24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Your web visitors will come knocking at any time, on any day. To make sure you’re always
open, you’ll need backup servers and data (typically called “redundancy” or “mirrored
information”), reliable security, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and, of course, a
constant Internet connection. Talk with your Internet service provider for more
information on ensuring round-the-clock services.

Remember, your site is open to everyone

Unless you limit its access with a password, people from all over the world can access
your site. Tailor your site to your specific audience, but don’t forget that just about
anyone—at any level of computer expertise, using any browser—could end up there. 

Be careful to make the goals of your site clear, and explain any new or unusual
procedures. Preview your site with every available web browser to make sure it always
looks satisfactory. Communities around the globe have a wide assortment of customs
and expectations, so you may want to research how your content will be perceived
outside your region.

Consider creative links

Develop hyperlink agreements with related companies and organizations. Often, if the
association is beneficial to both parties, the link is free. This can increase traffic on both
sites and enrich your visitors’ experiences.

If your site includes links to other sites, don’t forget to check them regularly. Update
the hyperlinks when sites have moved, and remove those that lead nowhere. Several
software tools can help, including Adobe SiteMill and SiteCheck from Pacific Coast
Software (visit http://www.starnine.com/development/extendingwebstar.html for more
information on link tools).

Never forget why they’re called “surfers”

Because it’s so easy for web visitors to move from site to site, be sure you give them
compelling reasons to stay at your site and to come back for more.

Beware of incorporating too many elements on a page—they can cause the page 
to load slowly.

The “rule of three clicks”
states that once arriving at
your site, a viewer must find
something valuable within
three clicks of the mouse. 
If not, your viewers will get
frustrated and probably move
on to another site.
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Make your site easy to find

Register your site with all of the major search facilities—it’s easy, it’s free, and it’s one 
of the best ways for potential visitors to find you. Some of the most-traveled search 
sites are:

• Excite: http://www.excite.com/
• Lycos: http://lycos.com/
• Yahoo!: http://yahoo.com/
• InfoSeek: http://www.infoseek.com/

At the Submit-it web site (http://www.submit-it.com/), you can enter information 
about your web site to be automatically sent to the major search engines. You’re also
encouraged to list your site at http://brad.net/, a registry of Mac OS–based web sites.

In addition, remember to publish your web site address in all of your printed
materials, including business cards, brochures, letterhead, advertising, and press
releases.

Gain inspiration from what’s out there

Most browsers allow you to view and copy the source code of a site. So when you come
across a site that intrigues you, copy the code to your desktop and study it. Surf the web
on a regular basis just to look for sites that offer information, education, and entertain-
ment that’s graphical, engaging, and fun.

Make friends with your lawyers

If you are repurposing material from other mediums such as brochures or CD-ROMs,
double-check your contracts to make sure you can reuse each photo and graphic. 

Be proactive about your legal agreements. Before you start, work with your legal
department or an intellectual property legal counsel to ensure that your contracts
include clauses pertaining to electronic retailing rights in addition to print or 
broadcast rights.

Some helpful web sites
• Big Dummy’s Guide to the Internet:

http://www.hcc.hawaii.edu/bdgtti/bdgtti-
1.02_toc.html

• ComVista’s Guide to Macintosh Internet
Resources:
http://www.comvista.com/net/default.html

• Creating web images: 
http://www.widearea.co.uk/designer/

• Index to Internet software for the Macintosh:
http://www.ktokai-u.ac.jp/~mdaniel/
mac_soft.html

• Mark Maimone’s web tutorial:
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~mwm/tutorial/

• Netscape’s general information page:
http://www.netscape.com/assist/net_sites/
index.html

• Professor Pete’s webmastering 301:
http://www.professorpete.com/internet/
three.html

• Ten essential steps for setting up a web site:
http://www.users.interport.net/~fernando/
news.html

• TLC Systems’ web directory: 
http://tlc-systems.com/dir.html

• Web Marketing Info Center:
http://www.wilsonweb.com/webmarket/ 

• Web66:A K12 World Wide Web 
Project: http://web66.coled.umn.edu/
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Webmaster profiles

Webmaster secrets in their own words

One of the best ways to learn about the possibilities and challenges of running your 
own web site is to study what others are doing. So we’ve provided several profiles of
various web sites, written in their webmasters’ own words.

Each profile is a unique insider’s view of the realities of webmastering. You’ll 
get a glimpse of the technologies used to create these successful sites. You’ll discover 
the webmasters’ goals, challenges, and achievements. Through their open, honest
discussions, you’ll be able to benefit from the experiences of those who are helping 
to make the web what it is today.
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Pillsbury Bake-Off

Overview

Our agency, Creative Resource Center, is the 17-year-old marketing communication
agency retained by The Pillsbury Company as the sales promotion agency for the 37th
Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest. We developed the http://www.bakeoff.com/ web site as a
core part of the larger communication program, which also included consumer adver-
tising, public relations, and trade promotion. The launch of the web site achieved several
key objectives for this year’s event, including repositioning the contest as “in step” with
today’s life-styles, extending the reach of the contest beyond traditional media forms,
reaching out to those who might not be inclined to create a recipe themselves, and
delivering recipes that are a match for consumers’ increasingly hectic life-styles. 

Services

Creative Resource Center developed the communication plan for the site, designed the
site structure, created graphics, wrote the copy (with the exception of the recipes, which
were supplied by the client), and completed all HTML coding. Each week since the initial
launch in October 1995, we have updated the site with a new Recipe of the Week. With
our Apple Internet Server, we serve all pages, process subscriptions to Pillsbury Classic
Cookbooks, and prepare monthly usage reports for Pillsbury.

Hardware

Apple Workgroup Server 6150 (We have three of them: One serves Pillsbury pages, one
serves Creative Resource Center pages, and one is dedicated to serving graphics for both
sites using RushHour software.)

Software

• FileMaker Pro
• RushHour
• WebSTAR

Labor

Estimated site setup time: 8 weeks (with lots of overtime)
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: 5 hours

Stats

Connection speed

56-Kbps frame-relay; upgrading soon 
to a T1

Hits per month 

In the 9 months since the launch, we
have averaged more than 60,000 hits
per month. (I’m defining hits as pages.
We do not count graphic hits as hits.)
Our biggest single day was the day 
after the $1 million winning recipe 
was announced, with more than 
13,000 hits.

Pages 

More than 300 

Graphics

More than 300, including photography
of nearly 100 recipes

http://www.bakeoff.com/

Webmaster: Michael Lundeby

“The Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest takes
place only every two years. Until now,
the interim between contests provided
little, if any, opportunity for visibility. 
The web site provides a round-the-clock
presence worldwide, every day of 
the year.”
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What’s unique

We offered an online sweepstakes to win a trip as a VIP guest to the Pillsbury Bake-Off
Contest. We then announced the winner on the web. During the Pillsbury Bake-Off
Contest, our Internet winner acted as our “roving reporter” and we posted her
experiences and contest impressions on the site each day.

This site offers the grand prize–winning recipe from every Pillsbury Bake-Off 
Contest since the contest began in 1949, and many of this year’s winners as well,
including the recipe that won the million-dollar prize. Full-color photography
accompanies each recipe.

The Pillsbury Doughboy is here! If you like him, this is the place to find him.

Challenges

The biggest challenge we have faced (with Pillsbury and other clients) is that large
corporations do not have anyone in their organizational structure who has overall
responsibility for the Internet and web sites. The IS department is usually interested only
in the technical issues and security. PR is concerned with the image. Marketing provides
the product information content. Consumer Response manages how the e-mail is
handled. Legal handles the trademark and copyright issues. And nobody wants to pay 
for it. With Pillsbury, we are still working with them to develop a framework to
coordinate all of these issues.

Meanwhile, Creative Resource Center is providing this function for them as 
part of our services. Maybe that’s not such a bad way to go? We meet with individual
departments, assess the needs, develop a communication plan, coordinate with other
departments, and write and design the content, as well as hosting the pages on our
Workgroup Servers.

Goals

This year, for the first time, we were able to provide access to Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest
details and recipes to people everywhere, using a medium that is immediate, accessible,
and reinforces in the consumer’s mind that Pillsbury is in touch with today’s world and
understands current consumer needs.

What does your site achieve that you couldn’t achieve 
with any other medium?

The Pillsbury Bake-Off Contest takes place only every two years. Until now, the 
interim between contests provided little, if any, opportunity for visibility. The web 
site provides a round-the-clock presence worldwide, every day of the year.

Words of advice to a new webmaster

Subscribe to WebSTAR talk digest, a mailing list of tips, tricks, and help for WebSTAR
users at http://www.starnine.com/Address-List-Editor.html.
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Japan-America Societies

Overview

U.S.-Japan Links is a web site that serves the 35 member-societies of the National
Association of Japan-America Societies, their individual members, and the general public.
The public can learn about the societies and find other Japan-related resources. Each 
of the 35 societies can both author their own individual web sites and share information
with other societies.

In reality, the largest portion of our project is our training initiative for the societies.
Many have little or no experience publishing electronic information.

Services

World Wide Web, FTP, SMTP/POP3 mail, Claris FileMaker databases (via Tango)

Hardware

• Server: Macintosh Quadra 650
• Development: Power Macintosh 7500/100 
• Supra 28.8-Kbps fax modem
• Iomega Zip drive
• Avec 2400 scanner

Software

• Adobe Acrobat • Adobe Acrobat Distiller
• Adobe Photoshop • Apple Internet Mail Server
• BBEdit • FileMaker Pro
• GraphicConverter • InterServer Publisher 
• Macjordomo • NetForms
• NetCloak • SoundEditor
• Tango Editor • Tango
• Timbuktu Pro • WebMap

Stats

Connection speed

Server: T1
Development: 28.8 Kbps

Hits per month

Approximately 25,000 to 35,000

Pages

Approximately 150

Graphics

Approximately 400

http://www.us-japan.org/

Webmaster: Geoff Froh

“We can disseminate information at will
to a much wider geographic audience,
without expensive printing and mailing
costs. Our chief limitation on spreading
our message is time and imagination.”
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Labor

Estimated site setup time: For the very basic launch, approximately 2 weeks. Hardware
setup and server software configuration took approximately 2 days.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: Anywhere from 20 to 50 hours depending 
on the content to be added.

What’s unique

The site is set up so that it can be authored by the staff of Japan-America Societies all over 
the United States with little central administration. Because the societies are completely
autonomous (the National Association is a voluntary, loose affiliation), their needs vary
widely. They all need control over content and functionality.

Challenges

Our primary challenge was our limited financial resources. We had to rely heavily on
existing hardware. Using Apple systems coupled with the colocation strategy gave us a 
far more powerful, flexible platform than any of the other solutions we investigated.

Goals

We were trying to establish an information system in which all of the member societies
could easily develop unique resources of value to their individual communities. We
haven’t quite made it yet, but we’re definitely moving toward our goal.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We can disseminate information at will to a much wider geographic audience, without
expensive printing and mailing costs. Our chief limitation on spreading our message is
time and imagination.

Advice to a new webmaster

Don’t be intimidated by rapidly evolving technologies—content should always define the
technologies you choose to adopt, rather than the desire to have the latest shiny toy.



digital.forest 

Overview

digital.forest is an Internet service provider (ISP) that provides colocation of Macintosh
web servers on our network. We take care of other people’s servers. Our tag line is:
“Hosting your Macintosh WWW server on a T1 for $300 a month.” 

The Japan-America Societies server is one of 41 that we currently host on our
network. Our clients range from Apple Computer Northwest to Northwest Nickels, 
a classified advertising company, to multimedia developers to environmental
organizations. 

In essence, we are the Internet connection for the companies that we host.

Services

Our web site provides information about colocating a server at digital.forest, dial-up
Internet accounts using Apple Remote Access, dedicated ISDN connections to
digital.forest, and some pages about how to become an ISP with a focus on using
Macintosh computers. 

The ISP tutorial pages are by far the most popular things on our web site. They are
written in tongue-in-cheek style, and basically list some of the horror stories we’ve had
just trying to do business. Becoming an ISP isn’t as easy as most folks think it is, so we
view our tutorial pages as a public service to those thinking about becoming an ISP. 

Hardware

The digital.forest web server is a Workgroup Server 6150. As part of our colocation
services, we also maintain the following Mac OS–based servers for clients:

• Apple Workgroup Server 6150 (11 total)
• Apple Workgroup Server 8550/132 (5 total)
• Apple Workgroup Server 8150 (4 total)
• Apple Workgroup Server 7250/120 (2 total)
• Apple Power Macintosh 8500 (4 total)
• Apple Power Macintosh 7100 (2 total)
• Apple Power Macintosh 7500 
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 605
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 650
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http://www.forest.net/

Webmaster: Chris Kilbourn 

“I’ve had clients call me and ask what
our address was so they could send me a
server. They found all the information
they needed about us from our web site.
Our web site did all the sales and
information follow-up for us!”

Stats

Connection speed

Single T1 currently; adding a second by
the end of 1996.

Hits per month

Our company site, the digital.forest
web server, receives about 22,000 hits a
month, and our traffic is increasing at a
rate of about 5 percent each month.
Some of the web servers that we
colocate for our clients get around one
million hits a month, and a few only get
a few thousand.

Pages

The digital.forest site has more than
200 pages, including the client sites
that we host on our own server.

Graphics

Approximately 100, including 
client sites



Hardware (continued)

• Apple Macintosh Quadra 700
• Apple Macintosh Quadra 900
• Apple Macintosh Performa 630
• Apple Macintosh Performa 6115CD
• Apple Macintosh IIci 
• Power Computing 604 Mac OS–based computer

Software

On our client sites, we use:
• Apple Internet Mail Server • Butler SQL
• FileMaker Pro • Frontier
• FTP Share • KeepItUp
• LogRoller • MacDNS
• MapServe CGI • NetCloak
• NetForms • NetPresenz
• RushHour • Tango
• Timbuktu Pro • WebSTAR
• And a few other random CGIs whose names I can’t remember ;-)

Labor

Estimated site setup time: I had the general shell set up in approximately 40 minutes.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: 10 minutes

What’s unique

digital.forest was one of the first Mac OS–focused ISPs in the world and one of the first 
to offer Mac OS–based World Wide Web server colocation. Our customers purchase or
lease their own Apple Internet Server and deliver it to our office, where we colocate it 
on our fast T1 backbone network. We provide our customers with information that is
geared toward Mac OS–based World Wide Web serving—information that we believe
people can’t find anywhere else. 

Challenges

It was a challenge to find someone to create graphics for us. We’re an ISP, not a web
design firm. Luckily one of our partners is a web development firm that has a great artist
who did a great job.

Goals

Our goals were to provide definitive information about the digital.forest services and to
make that information easy to find. After several redesigns of the navigational structure,
we feel we’re about 98 percent there.
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What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We have the ability to update and change information in real time and make it available
worldwide. Many of our clients find us while searching for someone to colocate their
server with. I can’t think of any other medium where I can provide so much information
at such a low cost.

I’ve had clients call me and ask what our address was so they could send me a
server to colocate on our backbone. They found all the information they needed about
us from our web site. Our web site did all the sales and information follow-up for us! 

Advice to a new webmaster

Your content should drive your web structure. Have as much content as possible done
before deciding on a structure for the site. You’ll spend a lot of time trying to shoehorn
in new content in the future if you don’t plan ahead for it. 

Testing your site over a 14.4-Kbps modem link is also a really good idea. That will
give you an idea of what your site will look like to 70 percent of the people using the
Internet. 
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Fallon McElligot Advertising

Overview

Fallon McElligot provides more than just advertising to our clients. We’re on the web 
to help manage the relationship between our clients and their customers. For existing
clients, the Internet is really a way to round out the communications mix we already
provide for them. We strive to make sure each web site has meaningful, interactive
information customized for their customers—not just produce an online brochure. 
We use Macintosh computers and a large assortment of applications and utilities to
accomplish that. An online presence enables our clients not only to save money
communicating directly to their customers, but really to manage their brand image on 
a huge scope. Our recommendation is that they update and provide something new at
least once a week; daily updates are preferable.

Site services 

We provide a wide range of services for Ameritech, BMW, Brunswick, Magnavox, and
Ralston Purina/Tidy Cat and manage some of our client servers here. In addition, we run
two sites of our own—Duffy Design and Fallon’s main site. Services include database,
statistical database, statistical analysis of logs, automatic agents to monitor site and CGI
performance, guaranteed uptime, design, consulting, WAN connectivity to corporate
information structures, web backup, off-site backup, and link checking.

Hardware

Mostly, we have Network Server 700 and Power Macintosh 9500 servers that do
everything from serving web sites to acting as database gateways to CGI execution. 

Software 

• Apple e.g. • AppleScript
• Bolero • Butler SQL
• CyberGauge • 4th Dimension
• Frontier • ListSTAR
• Now Contact! • Now Up-to-Date!
• PageNOW! • Retrospect Remote
• ServerSentry • Tango
• Various custom plug-ins and CGIs, and • WebSTAR

an assortment of software to design the sites

http://www.fallon.com/

Webmaster: Matthew Dornquast

“I can take an off-the-shelf software
package and integrate it into a web site
on the fly. It’s so simple, but you just can’t
do it in Windows.” 

Stats

Connection speed

Four T1 lines to two backbones

Hits per month 

More than 6 million

Pages

Thousands

Graphics on your site

Thousands
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Labor

Estimated site setup time: It seems I’m never finished. The site we designed and
maintain for BMW, for example, took approximately one week for everything.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: We have about 20 people who spend close 
to 70 percent of their time keeping all of the sites updated and exciting.

What’s unique

We have a wide variety of integration from all angles. In terms of the web team here, 
we have what you would expect: the client, account executives, design, production,
consumer feedback, and technical expertise. What you may not have expected is that
everyone else associated with the brand internally has input on the web site, including
advertising creatives, account planners, the media buyers, and the consumers themselves!
Every part of the agency comes together to work on a web site. This really helps us
surround the brand. Our clients are part of the working team, too. They can perform
data queries and update parts of the site through Tango without a problem, even when
we manage their server here.

On the technical side, what appears to be just a page of content on the server is
really the result of a multitude of components working together to produce the infor-
mation presented to a customer. We have databases, custom CGIs, external software
applications, and a summary analysis tool to determine the content on the page for each
visitor. Using Apple events and custom agents, we’re able to keep the content interactive
and everything up and running without manual monitoring. I can take an off-the-shelf
software package like DeltaGraph and integrate it into a web site on the fly. It’s so simple,
but you just can’t do it in Windows. We use over 20 Apple systems working together to
create a site; that’s a lot of work going on.

Challenges

Our biggest challenge was education—getting information about new ways to work into
the hands of our creative people. We conduct a lot of internal training. Now we’ve got
Internet access on every desktop and they all use it. Because there weren’t any rules on
how to build a web site, we had to find our own ways and experiment with what was out
there. The change in the tools available has been amazing. Using Tango and Frontier
together, you’d be hard-pressed to find a technical web problem you couldn’t solve.

Goals

Our goal is to be the best interactive agency in the world. To achieve this admittedly 
lofty goal, we must never lose sight of the technical side of interactive media. We want
blistering performance on all of our sites. To achieve this, the equipment we use has to
serve web pages with minimal response lag. Parts of this site must be guaranteed to be
secure, and the reliability of the whole system must be guaranteed.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We are able to provide our clients’ customers with a meaningful web experience and
bring people closer to the information they need.

Advice to a new webmaster 

Recognize the importance of having database connectivity from the get-go. Plan
everything around database publishing and data collection.



Empire Mall

Overview

We run a corporate web server serving over 500MB of information all over the world. 
The server’s main content is Empire Mall, which houses about 70 merchants.

Services

We provide all possible Internet design services, including Java, JavaScript, animation,
secure transactions, and most important, database management systems.

Hardware

• A Power Macintosh 9500/132 serves all aspects except database functions.
• A Power Macintosh 7100/66 functions as a database server only.

Software

• Butler SQL • Count WWWebula
• MapServe • NetPresenz
• Tango • Timbuktu
• WebSTAR

Labor

Estimated site setup time: We had the whole thing functioning correctly in under 
an hour.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: Approximately 20 hours

What’s unique

Our design and function are cutting-edge and we have a very large following, including a
vast international audience.

Challenges

The biggest challenge was coming up with a visually appealing design that is easy for
users to navigate.
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Stats

Connection speed

T1, soon to be T3

Hits per month

More than 500,000

Pages

More than 200MB of text

Graphics

More than 300MB

http://www.empiremall.com/

Webmaster: Charles R.
Hausmann

“We give local retailers the ability to
market to a global audience cost-
effectively.”



Goals 

Our main goal is to produce a global marketplace for local, national, and international
retailers to cost-effectively showcase their products to potential customers.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We give local retailers the ability to market to a global audience cost-effectively.

Advice to a new webmaster

Say “bye, bye” to your social life and plan on reading at least your height in manuals...
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U.S. Department of State

Overview

We run the web and Gopher site for the U.S. Department of State. The site is a
cooperative endeavor between the University Library at University of Illinois in Chicago
and the U.S. Department of State, Office of Public Communication, and Bureau of Public
Affairs as one of the university’s “Great Cities” Cooperative Initiatives. 

Information available and services at the site include press briefings, materials
documenting U.S. foreign policy, international travel information, career information,
and online tours.

Services

We provide web, Gopher, e-mail forms, guest book and reference services, clickable
images, searching, counters, and animated images.

Hardware

Primary server: Apple Workgroup Server 8150/110 
Backup server and work site: Apple Macintosh Quadra 700

Software

• Adobe SiteMill • AppleScript CGIs
• AppleSearch • Count WWWebula
• Eudora • FileMaker Pro
• Frontier • Gopher Surfer
• MacSite Searcher • NetPresenz
• WebSTAR

Labor

Estimated site setup time: Approximately 4 hours
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: Approximately 3 hours

What’s unique

The site is a cooperative effort bringing together people in Chicago and Washington, D.C.
It has proved to be a terrific learning experience for all involved and resulted in a terrific
public service that would not have been possible otherwise.
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http://www.state.gov/

Webmaster: Thomas E. Jevec

“Apple servers allow us to concentrate 
on the mission, content, and services that
a site provides to the public rather than
the administration and management 
of the site.”

Stats

Connection speed

The server is connected to the
Internet via one of the university’s
T1 connections. It resides on its own
subnet due to the heavy 24-hour
traffic it receives from around 
the world.

Hits per month

Web site: between 350,000 and
500,000 hits per month 
Gopher site: between 150,000 and
200,000 hits per month 

Pages

Web site: approximately 
2,700 pages
Gopher site: approximately 
4,700 pages

Graphics

Approximately 550



Challenges

The biggest challenge has been bridging the geographic distance between the 
site managers at the UIC University Library and the content providers at the U.S.
Department of State. The Apple server, however, has allowed our management team to
work more closely with the content providers than would have been possible with a
server that required more attention.

Goals

Our goals were twofold. The primary goal was to provide free and universal access 
to the wealth of public information available from the Department of State. At the same
time, we have learned much about the Internet and web site management that would
not have been possible in the more specialized university environment. The Department
of State has maintained more control over their information than would have been
possible with an arrangement with a commercial provider.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

Perhaps the most significant achievement is the timely access to late-breaking news and
documents that would not be possible in a print environment. The reference services we
provide to any user from around the world also open new avenues of communication
that were not possible in the past.

Advice to a new webmaster

When considering a web site, spend the bulk of your time developing the mission,
content, and structure of your site. The server setup itself and administration should 
be the easy part; this is why we use Apple servers. They allow us to concentrate on the
mission, content, and services that a site provides to the public rather than the adminis-
tration and management of the site.
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Buckman Elementary School

Overview

The Buckman Elementary School web server is housed in Room 100, which is a mixed-
age kindergarten, first-grade, and second-grade classroom. It is used mainly to serve
student artwork, writing, and classroom projects.

Services

We provide a web site only. 

Hardware

• Power Macintosh 7200/75
• Apple QuickTake 150 digital camera
• Flex Cam science camera for grabbing images from a microscope

Software

• Adobe PageMill
• Adobe Photoshop
• BBEdit Lite
• GifBuilder
• GraphicConverter

Labor

Estimated site setup time: The site developed over time. Initial setup took only about
half an hour.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: 2 to 3 hours

What’s unique

I think our Room 100 page is unique in that a large number of students work together on
the display. We also have a camera page that grabs images of student work and displays
them on a web page. Examples include buildings that students have built with wooden
blocks and student work at classroom activity centers such as the workbench and the
water table.
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http://buckman.pps.k12.or.us/
room100.html

Webmaster: Tim Lauer

“The Buckman Elementary site allows
our kindergarten through fifth-grade
students to share their work with the
world.”

Stats

Connection speed

T1

Hits per month

Approximately 60,000

Pages

Six classrooms have individual 
home pages with additional links
from these pages.

Graphics

There are about 12 folders with
about 12 graphics each. Some of 
the items, however, are graphics-
intensive. For example, right now
the site includes a Dr. King Timeline,
a Faith Ringgold story, and a Space
ABC book. Each of those has about
30 graphic thumbnails, which link to 
larger images. 



Challenges

Our initial challenges involved more of the networking infrastructure in our building
rather than any challenges with the software or hardware.

Goals

Our ongoing goal is to provide an avenue for our students to share their work with
interested people around the world.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

The Buckman Elementary site allows our kindergarten through fifth-grade students 
to share their work with the world. In the past, a student may have been involved in
creating a project report or a painting that was shared with a limited audience. Now,
because of the Net, we can share with a much broader audience. 

This sharing also creates possibilities for students to receive feedback and checks 
on their work. If we post something and it turns out to be wrong or mistaken, we will
hear about it.

Advice to a new webmaster

Invest in development tools. A scanner, digital camera, and software such as Adobe
Photoshop are great for creating and manipulating graphics.
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Bodega Bay Community

Overview

The Bodega Bay web site serves the Bodega Bay area, a small village on the north coast
of California. The local economy is driven by fishing and tourism—you can’t believe 
what a draw it is, being the home of Hitchcock’s film The Birds. 

Our web site is designed to promote visits to the area and serve the local
community. This site gives local businesses and nonprofit organizations worldwide
exposure. I like to think of the Bodega Bay web site as being the core of a whole
community networking project—with an Apple server in the middle and Macintosh
computers all around it.

Services 

We provide tourist and resident information on the Bodega Bay area with the electronic
version of the region’s paper, a community bulletin board, a calendar of community
events, web pages, and more. The Community Forum allows for the exchange of ideas
and information. We helped the local grammar school get onto the Net, and will be
hosting the students’ web pages. We provide free hosting and authoring services for
individuals and nonprofit organizations. We’re also the home of Mark Fiore’s political
cartoons, which are a big draw to our site.

Hardware

• Server: Power Macintosh 7100/80AV

• Router: Compatible System Microrouter 900i 
• Backup: APS tape backup unit (backing up is important!)

Software

• Adobe Photoshop 
• BBEdit 
• Interaction 
• NetPresenz 
• Now Up-to-Date!
• WebSTAR 
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http://www.bodegabay.com/

Webmaster: Scott Shwarts

“I like to think of the Bodega Bay web site
as being the core of a whole community
networking project.”

Stats

Connection speed

56K frame-relay connection

Hits per month

Approximately 4,000 and growing

Pages

More than 200

Graphics

More than 100



Labor

Estimated site setup time: Setup was fast. The hardware came up in no time at all. We
even switched our entire site to a new computer several months into the project and
were able to make the switch in an evening. I think I spent more time waiting for the
phone company than I spent waiting on my Macintosh.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: A couple of hours for updates, backups, and
so on (this does not include tweaking time on graphics, and copy).

What’s unique

This site attempts to mirror the real community with a virtual one (which is still an
ongoing project). There’s a lot of personality to it.

Challenges

The learning curve was large. I needed to increase my own skill level with tools like
Photoshop. It was challenging to educate the community about what we were doing so
we could invite them to participate.

Goals

We wanted our site to become a focal point for the local community, promote tourism 
in the area, and have fun. Have we achieved those goals? Yes, yes, yes.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

Our site allows thousands of individuals to contact members of our community. We can
promote our area around the world at a reasonable cost. This site has become an
energizer for the local business community—now they can look beyond their own front
yards for new business opportunities.

Advice to a new webmaster

Like the joke about how to get to Carnegie Hall—it takes practice, practice, practice. 
It takes many iterations to get your content right (or close to right). Also, designing for
clients is always a difficult balance, especially with a new medium. 

Decide early on the “look and feel” for your site and stick with it (at least until
you’re ready to overhaul it).
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IntelliChoice, Inc.

Overview

The CarCenter site has been set up by IntelliChoice to provide consumers with a
valuable source of automotive information. It has been designed to serve the whole
Internet community.

Services 

Visitors can search for information about new cars and trucks. They can look up a new
vehicle-purchasing report, “Just the Facts Online,” which provides dealer and list prices,
cost-of-ownership information, total-vehicle-value information, safety information, 
and more. 

There is an area that identifies best automotive values of the year, that is, the
winners of the industry-recognized IntelliChoice Best Overall Value of the Year (BOVY)
Award. Soon, information about auto-maker-subsidized lease evaluations and detailed 
used-car valuations will also be available.

Hardware

Power Macintosh 8500/120

Software

• ChoosePage plug-in
• NetLink/4D database
• WebSTAR
• WebSTAR/SSL

Labor

Estimated site setup time: Approximately 45 minutes
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: 10 hours answering e-mail
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Webmaster: Chris Mangrum

“We can easily try out new business
ideas: This medium gives us the ability 
to rapidly create and demonstrate
innovative web-based business-to-
business applications.”

Stats

Connection speed 

64-Kbps dedicated ISDN line with
256 Kbps on demand 

Hits per month

Confidential

Pages

Approximately 400

Graphics

Approximately 230



What’s unique

We’re the only provider of complete cost-of-ownership information about cars and
trucks. The U.S. Department of Transportation uses our data in the pamphlet “Our
Nation’s Highways.” 

Our site uses the method of “cloaking” as a powerful promotion technique for
selling online information. Cloaking allows us to provide a free partial version of our “Just
the Facts Online” report so customers can preview the report before they purchase the
full copy.

Challenges

Our 4th Dimension database is the heart of the site. We had to write it from scratch and,
although we have had plenty of experience with the language, programming for the web
was very new.

Goals

Our goals were to provide services that increase consumer value, business-to-business
visibility, and sales for our company. We are accomplishing all three, including significant
monthly sales—and sales keep growing.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We make auto information reports available to consumers instantaneously at a signifi-
cantly lower price point than we would otherwise be able to achieve. The web also gives
us the ability to generate greater sales by using cloaking to provide free “preview” or
“demonstration” versions of our offerings.

We give users full database functionality to search for vehicles, which is impossible
in the paper world.

We can easily try out new business ideas: This medium gives us the ability to rapidly
create and demonstrate innovative web-based business-to-business applications. We can
easily update and improve the reports continually, so the information we provide is
always timely.

Advice to a new webmaster

A team is essential in working on web projects. There is so much out there moving 
so rapidly, it would be easy to be overcome working alone.
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Little Nickel

Overview

Our site is a service that allows Internet users to search or browse our classified ad
database. The Little Nickel began as a print publication. Our online version of Little Nickel
now publishes over 10,000 ads every week. Customers can place ads online, send e-mail
to our employees, and find out about our company. We have links to our sister publica-
tions located in four states that offer a similar service, but are all housed on our server. 
In all, our database posts more than 20,000 records at one time on the Internet.

Services

E-mail to specific departments, online ad placement, database searching and browsing,
and rotating display ads

Hardware

Primary server: Apple Internet Server 8150/110
Graphics server: Power Macintosh 7500

Software

• BBEdit • Butler SQL
• Claris FileMaker Pro • Frontier
• HomeDoor • MapServe
• NetCloak • NetForms
• RushHour • Tango for FileMaker
• Timbuktu Pro • WebSTAR

Labor

Estimated site setup time: Approximately 3 hours for all of the sites
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: Approximately 6 hours

What’s unique

Our site is a service that ties very closely with our real-world product. Our papers have 
a strong name recognition that transfers nicely to the Internet.

http://www.littlenickel.com/

Webmaster: Aaron Marbet

“Instead of people from across the state
buying things from our ads, it’s people
from Canada and the East Coast. I’ve
corresponded with customers in
Germany, Guam, and even South Africa.”

Stats

Connection speed

The server sits on a T1 line to the
Internet. I use a dial-up 28.8-Kbps
modem for transferring files,
databases, graphics, editorial, and 
so on.

Hits per month

Approximately 500,000

Pages

Approximately 70, not including the
database pages, which are created
on the fly per customer query

Graphics

Approximately 60
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Challenges

The main challenge was trying to change the way we at Little Nickel do business to
conform to (or at least include) this new media.

Goals

I think we have achieved our primary goal, which was to provide a fast and efficient way
to access a large database. Technology is always changing, though, and there is much
more to do in order to be complete. The next step is to integrate our Internet product
more fully into the other ways we do business.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

It enables us to reach a far broader market than ever before. Instead of people from 
across the state buying things from our ads, it’s people from Canada and the East Coast.
I’ve corresponded with customers in Germany, Guam, and even South Africa about our
site. It’s really fantastic.

Advice to a new webmaster

Watch the size of your graphics. And if you’re new to the field, find a good consulting
firm that can point you in the right direction. That is essential for a fast startup and a
successful site that grows with your business needs.



Harvard Magazine

Overview

The Harvard Magazine web site delivers the full editorial matter of Harvard Magazine,
a general-interest print publication designed for Harvard graduates, faculty, and others
interested in higher education, history, literature, the arts, science, and technology. 

Services

Special features on the site include forms for submitting letters to the editor, class notes,
classified ads, changes of address, and requests for subscriptions and media kits. We also
offer several polling forums. Both the polling forums and the letters to the editor sections
provide forms that instantly add the information to their respective pages. Our letters to
the editor page has become a vibrant discussion area, with alumni posting their letters
and responding to other opinions. 

Hardware

Apple Workgroup Server 6150/66 

Software

• BBEdit • NetForms
• Photoshop • WebSTAR

Labor

Estimated site setup time: To set up the site itself was comparatively easy, using the
Apple Internet Server Solution package. With a completely authored web site, it takes
less than a couple of hours to get acquainted with the applications, and maximize certain
settings for top performance. 
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: 2 to 3 hours

What’s unique

We have a clean, crisp site with few jazzy frills, but it’s well organized and has great
content. We also have a readership that is increasingly interested. With each new 
print version of our magazine, we garner more and more new visitors to Harvard
Magazine Online.
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http://www.harvard-
magazine.com/

Webmaster: Matt Skelly

“Setting up the site itself was
comparatively easy. With a completely
authored web site, it takes less than a
couple of hours to get acquainted with
the applications and maximize certain
settings for top performance.”

Stats

Connection speed

T1 line and Ethernet network 

Hits per month

Our site has only been up for about
2 months at this writing, and we’ve
received approximately 20,000 hits
per month, representing 2,500
unique visitors, with many coming
back to the site regularly. 

Pages

More than 200

Graphics

More than 300



Challenges

The technological learning curve was significant. More important, designing a good,
clean site that focused on content and made use of the strengths of the Net without
going overboard remains the challenge of all web designers. I feel we’ve succeeded, 
and look forward to continued success with the addition of new elements to the site. 

Goals

Our goal was to produce the magazine online, adapted for the medium, while retaining
some of the look, feel, and sensibilities of the print version. Our justification was twofold.
First, many of our readers are online, either at home or through their business or
academia. Second, though the magazine is sent free to all alumni in the United States,
alumni who live abroad have to pay for a subscription, which can be expensive. Getting
the content online allows these foreign alums to see the magazine at a relatively low cost.

In general, we feel that having the magazine on the web is part of our effort to
deliver information to alumni and other members of the Harvard community.

What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium? 

Reaching the foreign alums is one achievement. Also, a bimonthly magazine has
limitations with regard to timeliness and updates. The web is a good place for us 
to compensate.

Advice to a new webmaster

One reason we chose the Apple Internet Server Solution was its ease of updating and
making changes. Rather than having to upload and download all the time to an Internet
service provider or, more likely, one of Harvard’s servers, it’s all right at our fingertips. 

Another important factor involved the security issues of keeping our user list in-
house. As you can imagine, there are quite a few marketers after our mailing list (which
we don’t give out), and we wanted to treat e-mail addresses similarly (which on other
platforms can be easily derived from the server log files). The Apple Internet Server is
more secure than other platforms. 

As for general advice, you need to realize the strengths of the medium, and
recognize the limitations. There are sites for which authoring time outdistances the
amount of time visitors are spending there. If you want to be cutting-edge (using new
standards, like Netscape Navigator versions 2.0, 3.0, or even beta), realize that most of
the people on the web won’t be able to properly view your site. 

Be confident in your content, rather than footloose with the next big thing in
HTML. And if your content calls for the next big thing, go for it.
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Oklahoma State University

Overview

Our site provides service to the entire campus of Oklahoma State University.
Approximately 18,000 students as well as 7,000 faculty and staff members access 
the site. About 20 percent of our traffic comes from off-campus.

Services

Our most important role is in providing a central index so people can find university
resources. We also have pages posted by others via forms to the following areas: 

• Chat, which allows for anonymous postings
• TechFee, another anonymous area dealing with Osseous Technology Fee
• The Public Information Office News Releases pages, which provide news releases 

posted via forms (currently there are 88 of them)
• What’s New, which provides a reverse-chronological list of new sites
• Get Linked links maintained via a database
• Staff home pages built with NetForms software
• KOSU, the campus radio station
• ETS, the Educational Television Services
• Athletics, which offers up-to-date information about OSU Sports
• University Placement
• The Student Government Association, which has a system where students can post a

personal home page via a form; it’s been very popular. We now have just under 1,000
student pages.

Hardware

• Primary campus entrance: Apple Internet Server 6150
• Faculty and staff home page server: Power Macintosh 7100/80 
• Student home page server: Apple Internet Server 6150 
• An Apple Workgroup Server 8150 serves as a test server for trying out new ideas,

providing AppleShare services for Creative Services, hosting FileMaker Pro Server 3.0,
and indexing another server that is running on WebSTAR for Windows 95 and NT. 
(They haven’t figured out how to do CGIs on the Windows machines yet.)
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http://www.okstate.edu/

Webmasters: Dennis Whiteman,
Natalea Watkins, and Mark Penny 

“We’re living proof that if you suddenly
become a webmaster without a plan, 
a budget, a staff, or a clue about HTML,
you’d better at least be able to spell
‘Apple’—it could be more important 
to your survival than ‘Help!’”

Stats

Connection speed

Our servers are connected via
10BASE-T Ethernet to the campus
backbone, which is connected to the
Internet via a T3 line. We anticipate
having a “switched” Ethernet
connection soon and are exploring
putting the servers on 100BASE-T
Ethernet, as well.

Hits per month

Approximately 500,000, though 
that varies depending on whether
school is in session. We peaked last
fall at about 250,000 hits per week,
but that dropped to 125,000 hits per
week when we redesigned the page
so that it only required four connec-
tions to load instead of eight.

Pages

The number of pages we serve is
difficult to estimate. Much of our
content is added by unknown people
to the chat areas, home pages, and
other areas.

Graphics

Approximately 2MB of graphics on all
three servers



Software

• Apple e.g • AppleScript
• FileMaker Pro Server • MapServe 
• NetCloak • NetForms 
• Open Transport • ROFM.acgi
• ServerStat • Timbuktu Pro
• WebSTAR 

Labor

Estimated site setup time: It takes about 20 minutes to take the server out of the box,
plug it into the wall, and serve pages on the web.
Estimated weekly site maintenance time: Weekly maintenance involves about 2 minutes
per server—the time it takes to reboot the servers once per week, rename the logs, and
transfer them to another Macintosh for processing. If I could find time to script this
process, there would be virtually no weekly maintenance, as the Mac systems rarely
crash.

What’s unique

The “Who am I?” feature on our home page is unique. It’s a panel of 60 photographs,
which randomly changes every time the page is accessed. Random images provide the
opportunity to show the many different people and places that make our university
special. Another unique feature is the set of “Build Your Own Page” templates we created
for students. 

Challenges

Our biggest challenge is developing solutions that can be implemented by total
newcomers to the web without restricting those at the cutting edge. 

Another challenge is working with other units on campus. Last fall, after we came
up with the concept of the random images, we sent a prototype of an AppleScript CGI 
to the Computing and Information Services to be implemented on the university’s UNIX
server. In the crush of school starting and labs opening, no progress was made. So we
redirected top-level hits to our little Power Macintosh. We all wanted to see if it could
handle the heavy load of visitors—and it did! We are still serving the campus home page,
and the load increases every day.

Goals

Our original goal was merely to improve the graphic look of the campus web site, and I
definitely think we’ve done that.

We’ve also worked hard to analyze the users and develop pages and applications
that serve them. Our faculty and staff turn to the web to do their jobs. Some of our
students practically live on the web. Many alumni and potential students use the site to
visit the campus “virtually.”
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What does your web site achieve that you couldn’t achieve with any
other medium?

We are able to reach a much larger audience faster and at a lower cost than with virtually
any other medium. In addition, the web site has become a vital link in campus
communications. For example, this spring our city, Stillwater, was surrounded by grass
fires that closed nearly every highway coming into town. We posted a notice from the
highway patrol to encourage students to stay off the roads. There isn’t another medium
that would have allowed us to get the word out as quickly.

Advice to a new webmaster

Perhaps our own story can serve as advice. Last summer, two weeks before classes began
and 200 new computers in new labs were due to open, the web server responsibilities
were quickly—and without much planning—transferred to us at the Public Information
Office. Our Apple solution was one of desperation: The servers were cheap, and, while
finding a UNIX person in a pinch can be a little iffy, it seemed logical that we could 
always find someone to maintain an Apple server. In addition, software was plentiful 
and affordable. 

Had anyone asked us in advance whether we thought it was reasonable to expect 
a $3,000 Apple server to handle 250,000 hits a week, we would have said “No.” But that’s
just the way things turned out, and the server hasn’t blinked (well, it did once, but it 
was really our fault because we loaded some beta software on it and then discovered 
a problem).

We’ve helped more people start publishing on the web with Macintosh servers 
than we could have with another platform. 

We’re living proof that if you suddenly become a webmaster without a plan, a
budget, a staff, or a clue about HTML, you’d better at least be able to spell “Apple”—it
could be more important to your survival than “Help!”



Resources

Books 

Published by Hayden Books

Building and Maintaining an Intranet with the Macintosh

JavaScript for Macintosh

Teach Yourself Java for Macintosh in 21 Days

Web Server Construction Kit for Macintosh

Published by AP PROFESSIONAL

CD-ROM Publishing

VRML: Bringing Virtual Reality to the Internet

WebMaster Macintosh

Seminars sponsored by Apple Computer, Inc. 
Find a complete, updated listing and location information at
http://www.seminars.apple.com/.

Commerce on the Internet 

Commerce on the Internet: The Apple Internet Server Solution, CyberCash Secure
Internet Payment System, and Pacific Coast Software

“Intranet”—Internet Technologies for Internal Communications

Network Frontiers Workshops (fee based)

Powerbuilder: Client/Server Solutions for the Enterprise

Publish on the Web Using your Macintosh! (fee based)

Tools to Make Your Internet Site Stand Out

Learning/Small-business seminars

Building a Successful Business 

How Do You Leverage Technology to Your Competitive Advantage? Discover 
the Real Difference

“Intranet”—Internet Technologies for Business Communications
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Publishing/New media seminars

High-Performance Publishing Solutions 

How to Build a Brand in a Digital Age

Other topics

Troubleshooting and Problem Solving on Macintosh Computers (fee based)

White papers
“Getting Your Apple Internet Server Online” by Apple Computer, Inc.
http://product.info.apple.com/productinfo/tech/

“A Model of Web Server Performance” by Louis Slothouber, Ph.D.
http://www.starnine.com/webstar/overview.html

Mailing lists
You can find a complete list of Mac OS–related newsgroups and subscription instructions
at http://www.macfaq.com/faq/mailinglists.html. For a listing of Apple-maintained mailing
lists, visit http://www.solutions.apple.com/ListAdmin/. Here are a few suggestions to get
you started:

• Apple-Internet-Announce
• Apple-Internet-Authoring
• Apple-Internet-Providers
• MacHTTP-Talk
• WebSTAR-Talk

Software mentioned in this guide 
and other useful Internet software products

Acrobat 
Acrobat Distiller
Adobe Systems, Inc. http://www.adobe.com/

Allegiant Marionet
Allegiant Technologies, Inc. http://www.allegiant.com/

Apple e.g.
Apple Internet Connection Kit 
Apple Internet Mail Server
Apple Remote Access
AppleScript
AppleSearch
Apple Computer, Inc. http://www.apple.com/

BBEdit
Bare Bones Software, Inc. http://www.barebones.com/

Bolero
Butler SQL
EveryWare Development Corporation http://www.everyware.com/

cc:Mail for the World Wide Web
Lotus Development Corporation http://www.lotus.com/
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ChoosePage plug-in
Jon Stevens http://www.clearink.com/fun_stuff/plugins

Claris Emailer
ClarisWorks
Claris Corporation http://www.claris.com/

Count WWWebula CGI 
Gregory S. Combs http://www.io.com/~combs/ 

htmls/counter.html

Cyberdog
Apple Computer, Inc. http://www.apple.com/

CyberFinder
Aladdin Systems, Inc. http://www.aladdinsys.com/

Cyber Patrol
Microsystems Software, Inc. http://www.cyberpatrol.com/

DragNet
OnBase Technology, Inc. http://www.onbasetech.com/

Eastgate Web Squirrel
Eastgate Systems, Inc. http://www.eastgate.com/

Eudora Mail Pro
Qualcomm, Inc. http://www.eudora.com/

Faxaway 
Faxaway http://www.faxaway.com/

Fetch shareware ftp://ftp.hiwaay.net/pub/mac/tcp_apps/
ncsatelnet2.6.sit.hqx

FileMaker Pro
Claris Corporation http://www.claris.com/

FirstClass
SoftArc, Inc. http://www.softarc.com/

4th Dimension
ACI International http://www.acius.com/

Frontier
UserLand http://www.scripting.com/frontier/

FTP Share 
Advanced Software Concepts ftp://ftp.dur.ac.uk/pub/ftpshare/

FTPShareJune30.TXT

GifBuilder 
Yves Piguet http://iawww.epfl.ch/Staff/Yves.Piguet/

clip2gif-home/GifBuilder.html

Gopher Surfer
University of Minnesota Computer Center http://www.snoqualmie.wednet.edu/ 

publishing/gopher.html

GraphicConverter 
Thorsten Lemke http://www.goldinc.com/Lemke/gc.html
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HomeDoor
Open Door Networks, Inc. http://www.opendoor.com/

HomePage
Claris Corporation http://www.claris.com/

HoTMetaL PRO
SoftQuad, Inc. http://www.sq.com/

HyperCard
Apple Computer, Inc. http://www.apple.com/

Interaction/IP http://www.ifi.uio.no/~terjen/ 
interaction/

Internet Explorer for Macintosh
Microsoft Corporation http://www.microsoft.com/

Internet Valet
InterServer Publisher
InterCon Systems Corporation http://www.intercon.com/

Java
Sun Microsystems http://www.sun.com/

KeepItUp shareware http://associate.com/96_files/BBS_
Servers.html

ListSTAR
Quarterdeck Corporation http://www.quarterdeck.com/

LogRoller 
ComVista, Inc. http://www.comvista.com/soft/logroller/

Lotus Notes
Lotus Development Corporation http://www.lotus.com/

MacDNS
Apple Computer, Inc. http://www.apple.com/

Macjordomo
Leuca Software http://leuca.med.cornell.edu/

Macjordomo/

MapServe CGI 
Kelly A. Campbell http://www.io.com/~combs/

htmls/counter.html

MacSite Searcher
Blue World Communications http://www.blueworld.com/

MacWeb
EI Net http://galaxy.einet.net/EINet/

MacWeb/MacWebHome.html

Microphone Pro
InterCon Systems Corporation http://www.intercon.com/

Mosaic
NCSA http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/

MacMosaic/MacMosaicHome.html
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NCSA Telnet ftp://ftp.hiwaay.net/pub/mac/tcp_apps/ 
ncsatelnet2.6.sit.hqx

NetCloak
NetForms
Maxum Development, Inc. http://www.maxum.com/

NetLink/4D
Foresight Technology, Inc. http://fsti.com/productinfo/netlink.html

NetPresenz
Peter N. Lewis ftp://ftp.hiwaay.net/pub/mac/tcp_apps/

netpresenz-401.sit.hqx

Netscape Navigator
Netscape Communications Corporation http://www.netscape.com/

Now Up-to-Date! Web Publisher
Now Contact!
Now Software, Inc. http://www.nowsoft.com/

OpenLink ODBC Drivers
OpenLink Software, Inc. http://www.openlink.co.uk/

Open Transport
Apple Computer, Inc. http://www.apple.com/

PageMaker
PageMill
Adobe Systems, Inc. http://www.adobe.com/

PageNOW! 
Mark/Space Softworks http://www.markspace.com/

Photoshop
Adobe Systems, Inc. http://www.adobe.com/

QuarkXPress
Quark, Inc. http://www.quark.com/

QuickDNS Pro 1.1
Men & Mice http://www.menandmice.com/

RealAudio Server
Progressive Networks http://www.prognet.com/

Retrospect Remote
Dantz Development Corporation http://www.dantz.com/

ROFM.acgi freeware http://rowen.astro.washington.edu/

RushHour
Maxum Development http://www.maxum.com/

ServerSentry
ServerStat
Kitchen Sink Software, Inc. http://www.kitchen-sink.com/

SiteCheck 
Pacific Coast Software http://www.pacific-coast.com/



SiteMill
Adobe Systems, Inc. http://www.adobe.com/

Sound Editor
David Veldhuizen e-mail: d.veldhuizen@genie.geis.com

Spyglass
Spyglass, Inc. http://www.spyglass.com/products/

StuffIt InstallerMaker 3.0
Aladdin Systems, Inc. http://www.aladdinsys.com/

Tango
Tango Editor
EveryWare Development Corporation http://www.everyware.com/

tcpCONNECT Product Family
InterCon Systems Corporation http://www.intercon.com/

Timbuktu
Farallon http://www.farallon.com/

WebArranger
CE Software, Inc. http://www.cesoft.com/

WEB FM for FileMaker Pro
Web Broadcasting Co. http://macweb.com/webfm/

WebMap
Rowland Smith

WebSTAR
WebSTAR/SLL Security Toolkit
Quarterdeck Corporation http://www.quarterdeck.com/
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Glossary
Browsing the World Wide Web is a relatively new pursuit. The web didn’t exist until 1992,
and the first web browsers hit the market in 1993. Along with the technology came an
entirely new vocabulary. So don’t be dismayed if some of the words you’re reading here
are unfamiliar. This glossary explains some of the most common Internet terms.

Browsers are the applications that allow viewers to display HTML pages. Not all
browsers provide the same functionality or compatibilities.

CGI (Common Gateway Interface) scripts deliver information to an application
on your computer. CGI scripts allow your server to perform additional or special
functions, such as automatically generating performance data or providing additional
security. 

Client software resides on end-users’ computers and allows them to make requests and
acquire information over a client/server network (see Server).

Colocation lets organizations put their own rented or purchased Internet server on an
ISP’s network. Colocation saves the time, effort, and costs associated with installing and
maintaining a high-speed Internet connection.

Content is the term used for the “stuff ” on a web site, including text, graphics,
animations, movies, and so on.

Electronic mail (e-mail) is the most common use of the Internet. This utility
provides the opportunity to correspond with people worldwide.

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is a protocol that defines the way a file is downloaded
from the host to a viewer’s desktop. The file can be a document or an application. This
protocol allows you to deliver very large files.

GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) is a format for storing image files that can
appear in an HTML document. 

Gopher is a protocol for distributed information delivery. Gopher software clients
provide users with access to this information via menus, not hyperlinks. 

The home page is the first page viewers see when they address your primary URL. 
It is often used as a “table of contents” for the site.
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A hit is generally regarded as a request from a client to the server for the transfer of a
file. A file can be anything from an HTML document to a photo, so a request for a page
that includes text and 10 graphics actually requires 11 hits. 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is the standard source language for all 
web pages.

HTTP (Hypertext Transport Protocol) is the protocol that defines a site or page
on the web. Web servers and web browsers communicate using HTTP. A computer that
houses HTTP files for the Internet is commonly called an HTTP server.

Hypertext and hyperlinks are highlighted words, images, or buttons that allow 
a web visitor to move from one page to another on a single site or from site to site
anywhere in the world.

The Internet is the worldwide network of computers that communicate via TCP/IP
protocols. 

An intranet is a private or internal network based on Internet standards and protocols
for communications within an organization.

An ISP is an Internet service provider, the “retailer” in the Internet network distribution
system. Individuals and organizations can sign up with an ISP to gain access to the
Internet and to create their own Internet presence.

Mailing lists are e-mail communications allowing many people to communicate with
one another about topics of common interest. As a mailing list participant, you can
respond to a comment, and the response goes to everyone on the mailing list.

Protocols are simply agreed-on conventions for intercomputer communications. For
example, the TCP/IP protocol defines how messages are passed on the Internet. Other
common protocols include HTTP, FTP, and Gopher.

Server computers run software that processes information for, and accepts requests
from, client computers on a client/server network (see Client). A web server is a
computer connected to the Internet that runs web server software such as WebSTAR.
Web servers wait for a web browser (from a client computer somewhere else on the
Internet) to make a request for a file. Once a request is made, the server processes it and
sends the file to the browser.

TCP/IP is the abbreviation for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, the
basic communication protocol that is the foundation of the Internet.

URL (Uniform or Universal Resource Locator) is the network address of an
Internet resource, such as a World Wide Web page or site or a file that’s available to
download. 

A webmaster is a person responsible for the content on a web site or for maintaining
the physical site. 

The World Wide Web is a part of the Internet that allows access to information via
hypertext links. The information presented on the World Wide Web (also called the web,
or WWW) must be viewed from within a browser application and can contain text,
images, movies, animation, or any digital media.
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Apple Computer, Inc.
1 Infinite Loop

Cupertino, California 95014

© 1996 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, AppleScript, AppleSearch, AppleShare, Apple SuperDrive, AppleTalk, GeoPort, HyperCard, LocalTalk, Mac, Macintosh, Macintosh Quadra, Performa,
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